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IMTHOroCTIOH
The twelve stories in this collection were written over
a period of twenty years. That araans, come to think of it, that
I was i»ily twenty years old when the earliest of them was written
fhat earliest one is

Hiinter. The newest story is Retarn

Hight. finished just this spring.
Hunter is short on form, and is much better in form now
than it was in its original state. Return by liiOit is full of
fom right up to the

and then it liiqps. Except for form,

I cannot be sure that Return

Might is a better story than

The Hunter.
My purpose in this introduction is to go through the stories
one by one, in the order here pres«Eited, and to say something of
the sources of each, of the circumstances under which It was
written, and published or not published. I intend to give my
preferences and opinions of tbs stories.
The first six stories in the collection have been published;
the second six not—at least not yet.
Sun Dance is surely one of the best of the twelve stories.
It was published in The Frontier and Midland for May 1934. The
setting and the dance are fairly authentic. The town is Harlem,
the agency is that of the Assinabolne and Gros Ventre Indians
five miles east of fiarl«a. I saw the Sun Dance and had it
explained rather sketchlly by a young Catholic missionary who was
working with the Indians. The Important thing—the psychology of
the breeds—I gathered from contacts with half-breed waitresses
in the restaurants of Malta. They seemed a group apart, to me;

il
not Indians and certainly not whites, fhey were not fully
accepted hy either group, hut case closest to acceptance in the
mixed white and Indian group of the boys and girls they went to
high school with in such a town as Harlem. Note the date of pub
lication of this story. It was written in the period between
wars and during depression, when to wish aloud that there would
be a war was practically blasphei^, fhere was impact to that
ending when the story was published. History has come full cycle
and there la almost the same kind of impact to it again, with even
fuller implications.
the Orphan la another real favorite of mine. It was written
In 1940 and sold to Household Magazine after being rejected by
Esquire. In 1927, thirteen years before, a classmate of mine
from !rwin Bridges told me of finding a lost orphan from the Home
there, dead In a field of wheat. In 1933 I saw a small boy
struck by a car and left unconscious in the roadway. Thus I know
what a small boy looks like, on his face in the dirt. I construc
ted this story on the theory that three events is Just the proper
number In a story. Three things were found—the rabbit, the black
man, and the orphan. I like the end of this story. It isn't much
of an ending—goodness knows if the two men can do anything for
the orphan, but they mean to try. Perhaps the orphan should have
been found by the school superintendent, and adopted, and all
would have been a happy ending, but he wasn't. He was found by
the two rather waify characters who did find him, and so the end
has to be such as it is.
Children's Crusade is my favorite of all the stories. It has
a simple, straight-line form that goes forward as inevitably as a
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chip over a waterfall. The firot-peroon boy—the I—is myself
at that age, in tlmt country school, which is Glasston, in
Sweet Grass county. The boys are as primitive and direct as
young animals. I think they don't make a laove or have a thought
which is out of character. There is no allegory intended in the
story. It is an account of a force of nature as simple and as
complex as a thunderstorm*
shirt off a friend of mine*

As to eources, I once helped tear the
I assure you that it is a rare and

primitive pleasure. I believe this has the best title I ever put
on a stoxT^.
The Himter started life as "Godson of Pan" and as such was
published in a literary supplement to the Kaimin away back in
19S7. It was considerably longer and Imd not even the vague
thread of plot which the hunting brothers now furnish, I rewrote
it a few years later and sent it to Household Magazine. Helson
Antrim Crawford, editor then and now, liked it but sent it back
with a note saying that it needed a bit of plot. I wrote in a
plot, sent it back to Ma, and sold it as a short-short for f35.
That was aqr first sale to Crawford, and it was followed by a
happy succession of sales which continues to this day. Again,
I am the Hunter, and the location is Olasston. For all I was a
little horror in Childr«m*8 Crusade. I could be something else
again as Th» Hunter. X did kill a rabbit that way, and I did
hear that music in the sound of the tractor.
Honey-Colored Hair should follow Return in the Morning in
point of time, both as to writing and publishing, and as to the
continuing line of the story of the Mansfield girl, Claire,
which continuing story I wrote out rather fully. However, I want
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them in the collection this way.
I knew a girl who had honey-colored eyes. I knew a girl as
pretty as Holly Van Ten, but her hair was black, I put the two
together to make Holly, who is a minor character after all,
Claire Mansfield is the chief character. In many respects she
is ny sister Marion—four years older than I. I let Claire grow
up as the series of stories progressed, and she grew out of the
age i^ich most interested me when I was writing these stories*
In faet, she became engaged to Beimy in the last story I wrote
about her, and since that was before I was married, she moved
faster than I did and I lost track of her as story material. I
was sorry about that, because I sold every story I wrote about
her. How that I know what happens following engagement and
wedding, I may go on with Claire some time.
Beturn in the Morning is the first of the Claire stories.
The family is drawn out of thin air—or out of a lot of people,
because I know no people just like them. I detect a little of
one of WOT University English teachers in Claire's father, but
actually not much more than the fact that the teacher liked
Dickens, and so do I. The town is the same in both these stories
—a combination of Big Timber and Missoula. I had an Aunt Beulah
but she was nothing like this one. I am certainly Brother James,
but he is a minor character indeed, and not much like me except
in times of stress.
These first six stories were published. The following six
have not yet been published, and I suspect that some of them
never will be, but you never can tell. They are still in the
business of going the editorial rounds. Return by Night is
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probably the soundest story from a sales point of view, but that
ending still needs tinkering. Unfortunately It may be years
before I get the rl^t ending to It, and I»ll tell you why, later
on*
Mo I Heuter was written beeause I had a lot of what I thought
were funny things to say about pigs. It Is the result of a spurt
of off-center thinking whleh sometimes results—-I don't know why.
We once had a litter of pigs on the ranch and we named them as
these pigs are named, and Mo was the biggest one of the lot. But
he never lived in our house. How, after the writing, I believe
I can tell why I wrote It In the person I used—a sort of "first
person once removed," in which I used direct quotes all the way
through, but had an audience which showed up at the beginning »id
the end. I never ask myself why I use first person rather than
third person while I am writing the story, but I think I wanted
witnesses to this story to mke It more believable, and yet I
wanted it told substantially in the first person to avoid the
iaplicatlone of judgment tlmt mi^t result from telling a story
which is at least in part obviously untruthful. In the first
person you are right up close to your story-—you can look so
closely at the trees that you can ignore the forest. In the
third person you are set back away from your subject, and can
see the whole picture, and you can ignore some of the finer
detaiie without difficulty.
In Sun Dance and Children's Crusade I used first personomniscient as far as that one character was concerned, but defin*
itely not omniscient as to the rest of the characters. I wanted
to see things up close, through the eyes of my principal char
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acter—to b© as Tallnd as he, and as diseerning as he, and no more
I believe that It also adds plausibility to the story if First
Person finds it necessary to admit things about himself which are
not entirely praiseworthy.
Honey^Colored Hair and Return in the Morning I wanted to
be farther away frcaai ®y chai^cters, and to be omisoient at ay
pleasure with any and all of them.
The Hyena l.aughed is a slight, rather contrived story which
/

is pleasant for its humor and the idea of a hyena that laughs
when it hears people lie to each other, I once saw a circus
loading out at night, I once saw a hyena in a cage. I once saw
an elephant push a circus wagon on C(»iBMmd. The rest is just a
pleasant little story, which I rather expect to sell some of
these times.
Waltzing Mice is a result of hanging around the ground floor
of the natural Science building with Willie Ne^erbon when we
were both undergraduates. It 1ms a nice, contrived little plot,
and is probably ^ salable, if I could just find the right magazine
for it, I wouldn»t swear as to the scientific accuracy of the
nmterial about rats, or waltzing mice, or plague germs, or any
of it, iMit the people are authentic, and that is what matters to
me.
Triple Trouble is another contrived story, the slightest one
in the lot, and yet the effect of the bones of the plot sticking
ri^t out before the reader gives it a certain humor, I hope.
The characters are at least well ^ou^ realized to stand in the
setting I have given them. The plot clicks along like a dollar
watch. The effect of three is used here again--three incidents.

vli
no more and no less. Three minor household calamaties happen
and three minor crises turn out quite happily.
Return by Night has been in the process of being written for
a long time. The ending Isn^t right yet, but it will be in time.
My usual practice with successful stories is to write a complete
first draft in one sitting, I usually start getting ready to
write about 11 o'clock at night, and by 3 oOclock I am tired
enough so that

adnd starts to work soisewhat by Itself, Then I

can pound out a very rough first draft before sun-up. After some
six rewritings it is licked into shape, but the main framework
has usually not been changed. In this story 1 wrote the first
three-fourths one night, and tried to finish it the next, and
have been trying ever since. The first is so good that I oan»t
bring myself to ditch it and forget it. Perhaps another full
night's work is what it will take. I think that first threefourths is as good a writing job as I have ever done, I think
it will be humorous when it is ri^tly ended.
The last story is The %uiet Man, The story strikes me as
having a lot of quality. I feel for the nasty -little braggart
who tells the story. Again I had to tell it in the first person
in order to give it authenticity, to get close to the character,
and to avoid the necessity of third person moral judgments. He
can say as many unkind things about himself as he wishes? I don't
care to say any of them. He is a vastly troubled man—so tied up
in the net of his unfortunate personality that he will never get
out—but I don't care to pass judgment on him in my first person,
I find that this last is the only non-humorous story in the
unpublished group,
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Sun-Diuac« 3^

As Boon as I heard there was going to he a Sun Dance and
that Johnny Quillfinder was going to he in it, I told ray father
I wanted to be one of the dancers*

My mother went wild, and

said Ho, but my father was glad and said he would ask the Old
Man. I rode out to my uncle»8 place on the day the Old Man
picked the dancers. When he was throu^ he came out and said
to met

"John Azure, only Indians will dance. You must become

a man by your own means."
That meant I was out.

X was born next neighbor to the Old

Man and I didn't like to have him say "only Indians." No one
ever said it to me before. I don't know what I will do now|
there is no war, and I will probably have to wait until I am
thirty years old and then anyone can look at me and call me a
man. I am seventeen now and that means thirteen years to wait,
I may get married, because if I don't I will be lonesome.
Anyway, I had never seen a Sun Dance and I didn't see how
it could mean anything real. If Johnny Quillfinder hadn't been
in it I wouldn't have cared so much, but he was my best friend
and I hated to lose him. After the dance he couldn't go around
with me. He would be a man then, and go around with men. If
it had been like the old times I would have been sorry to see
Johnny in the dance. He couldn't have stood it; he has some
thing the matter with his bones. But things have changed and
1. The Frontier and Midland, May, 1934, Pp. 310->316. Copyright
1934, by H. G. Merriam.' "
'
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don't amount to very much any more. Only it seems undignified
for the old men to pretendi it seems comical, as if they were
fooling themselves and no one else.
Joe Warrior wanted to have the dance. There had been no
rain the last part of May nor all through June and the hills
were dry and the grass was dusty. Some Indians coming through
from the mountains said they were planning a Sun X)ance but it
had to be different from old times. For many years the govern
ment has been against these dances on account of the braveshowing part that used to be in them, The boys who wanted to
become men and be in the tribe had tabs cut in their backmuscles, and at the dance green buffalo heads were tied to the
tabs with strips of buckskin. The boys ran out over the prairie
dragging the heads until they Jerked themselves loose. That
was just part of it, and everybody was proud of the boys, but
it was the part the government didn't like.
No i«in came for us and the water holes were drying up.
Every time a bunch of clouds came along old Joe Warrior ran out
of his house and shook a rattle at them, but the wind blew the
clouds over and no rain fell. Warrior, who is the chief of our
nation, and Little White Bear and

father went to see the

agent, and got permission to have a Sun Dance to make it rain.
They had to promise to leave the buffalo part out, but I don't
know where they could have found a buffalo anyway, I never did
see one.
They decided the dance would be held about a mile from the
agency, and Joe Warrior, who is my uncle, took a stick and traced
a twenty-five foot ring on the prairie where the Sun Dance lodge
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was to bo built. The Old Man had his tepee brought over and
set up right away, and they left him alone to make medicine
for the dance. Five other nations were invited to watch the
dancing, Thoye would be Blackfeet, Crees, Gros Ventres, Bloods
from Canada, Assinaboines, and our own people. 1 say "our own
people" but my folks don't live on the reservation. We live
about five miles from the agency. My mother doesn't like
Indians so very well except my father.
I rode down to where my tincle, Joe Warrior, lives, and
watched the old men sitting around the pipe. I had to be friendii
with a bunch of kids younger than I because most of those my
own age were going to be in the dance. Three of us sneaked out
into the woods by the river and hid ourselves up in a tree, and
about an hour later I Haw Warrior come running, all alone,
dressed in his feathers and some long underwear. To do it right
he should have been almost naked, but the agent made them wear
long underwear and just pretend they were naked. If they
wanted to paint themselves they had to paint on the underwear.
That's what I mean when I say there was too much pretending to
the Sun Dance. But there is never anything comical about my
uncle, Joe Warrior. He is six feet tall and has never married
anyone.
When he got into the trees he stopped and took the under
wear off, and sure enough, he had his body painted with circles
underneath. I could see the scars on his back from an oldtime Sun Dance. He ran through the woods as fast as he could
go, striking trees now and then with a hatchet. He hit one
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that he must hav® located before, because that was the one with
the big fork, and it must have taken a lot of choosing to pick
it out. He was supposed to be guided by the Spirit to the right
trees. I kind of doubt it. He came back after while and put
the underwear on again and went back to the house.
As soon as he got out of sight we crawled down from the
tree and sneaked out of the woods. Then we followed the young
men who did the chopping back in again. There were fifteen of
them, dressed in underwear, and some bold ones without under
wear. They had axes and they found the trees my uncle had
struck flth the hatchet, and chopped them down.
That was the last day of June, and it should have taken
five days to build the Sun Dance lodge, but they had to hurry
and get it ready before sundown of July second. That was
because the Fourth of July is a celebration day, and a Sun Dance
is not a celebration. The time to be happy is when a Sun Dance
is finished.
I eouldn*t watch them build the lodge because I have a job
at a filling station and can get off only when I sneak away.
But my father stayed at Warrior*s place and helped with the
ceremony, and that made my mother angry because she doesn't
want him to act like an Indian. My mother is very pretty and
has blonde hair, and so has one of bqt sisters and one of ny
brothers. It is something about Mendel's law. My sister
doesn't like it but my brother does.
My sister told me how they dldj they left the fallen trees
In the woods that night and all the men prayed and took baths.
The next day the tops and limbs were cut off, and the notched

log for th® cent®r-pole was carved by the Old Man, It was
about twenty feet long with a big fork in the top. He cut the
bark out Just below the fork to make the shape of an eagle.
Then he peeled a long strip out in the shape of an arrow. Just
below that he carved the head of a buffalo. The idea was that
the Sun Dance should continue until rain flowed doina that arrowgroove to the ground. Of course that depended on the rain
because the agent only allowed the dance to last twenty-four
hours•
The boys who were to be in the dance carried the forked
log on their backs, running more than two miles with it, to the
circle

Day

uncle had marked on the prairie. They set it in a

deep post-hole and tamped the dirt in around it* It stood about
fourteen feet high. Smaller holes were dug and posts set in
them around the circle, and poles along the top of them, with
poles from there up to the fork in the center log. The walls
and roof were laid over with cottonwood boughs, and one wide
doorway was left open facing the south. All around the back
of the inside there was a partition about half the height of
the boys, woven of saall boughs. The dancers *ere to stand
behind that. In front of it were logs for the old men to sit
on.
The Indians were coming by the time that was done; from
all directions and with all kinds of outfits. Our own people
mostly came in wagons so their dogs could come along, le could
see them coming for miles around, driving along beside the
gravelled hi^way and some coming right over the hills. The
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other nations came In cars and trucks, and in school buses that
belonged to their reservations. There is no timber nor oil on
our reservation and the people are poor. They try to be farmers
There was a fine ring of tepees east of the lodge when
everybody got there*

More than a hundred tepees, and a string

of wall-tents to the west. All the dogs running around, and
the children, and women visiting, and the horses being herded
around on the hills made me want to sneak away from the filling
station* We didn't move out to the camp because my mother
wouldn't live in a tepee, and

father, in his position, could

hardly live in a wall tent* He stayed with my Uncle Joe, and
was busy most of the time anyway.
The Sun Dance started at sundown on the second of July, to
continue, in the old days, mtil it brought a rain. This one
had to be finished before the Agency Independence Day celebrat
ion. I couldn't get away to see the dance begin, but I went
out at nigjit after the filling station closed.
The encampment was all dark except for the headlights of
cars coming in and swinging around. The tepees were fine. I
was surely proud of them. The Sun Cance lodge was big and black
with its newly-cut cottonwood boughs, and I could hear the drums
and singes** above the noise of the cars. There was a crowd
around the opening at the south side of the lodge. People of
our own nation were coming out and going in, and whites from
the agency and Indians of the other nations were looking in and
talking to each other. No one could go inside but full-blooded,
or nearly full-blooded people of our own nation.
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I got through th® crowd and leaned against the door post.
It wai much darker Inside, fhere was a small fire going just
back of the center-pole{ hardly enough to light up the faces
of the people. The singers wore sitting around the drums on
one side, singing things I had never heard before. A lot of
squaws and children were beside them, helping with the songs.
Some starlight came through the holes in the roof and jay eyes
got more used to the darkness so I could see dimly the line of
dancers against the wall, fhey wjtre standing behind the low
partition, dancing up and down in one place and peep-peeping
on little wooden whistles up toward the center. There was a
long medicine bundle up there, tied in the fork of the centerpole,

-

It was the medicine bundle of willows, and I don't

know what-else, that ray uncle and the Old Ian had made and put
up there. I couldn't see my father but he must have been with
the old men in front of the partition sitting with their backs
to ttoe dancers.
My sister, the blonde one, came along and stood with me.
She called to a friend of hers who was sitting with the squaws.
This girl came out? it was Mary Velvet, who went to high school
with us in town although sne is a full-blood. Khe is my sister»i
best friend, and a very nice girl. I would like to marry her,
and I think she would like It.
The three of us stood and watched for a while but we could
see very little because it was dark inside. The fire flared
up a bit once in a while and we could see that the dancers wore
no underwear. They were painted all over, and the sound of
their whistles peeping together was like a flock of birds that
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was going somewhere. Mary said that she had ne^er seen Indians
painted all over in solid colors like that, and neither had I,
My sister said the dancers had been taught secreta of the
tribe, and of the Sun Dance pattern, which as far as she could
find out, was something about destiny*
le stood at the door for a long time, and if the Indians
crowded against us hadn't been strangers, it would have been
very nice and comforting to be packed so close together.
We got out of the crowd and decided to wait until later
when the white people would go away. Homer Jones, a white kid,
asked ae why I wasn't in the Sun Dance.
We went around to the side of the lodge and listened to
the singing a while. We couldn't understand the words and had
never heard the songs before, but it wasn't hard to let go and
sing along with them. Indian singing is all in falsetto and is
very intricate. I never knew of a white man who could sing
Indian songs, but those who yodel mi^t be able to learn. If
you don't understand the words it sounds a little like bag
pipes because they always cc»ne back to the same note.
Someone called my name from one of the cars. My sister
told me not to answer, but I went over to see who it was. My
brother was in the car with some white kids from town and he
wanted me to go with them to a dance. He had Lois Myers, and
wanted me to go with Lola, her sister*

He gave me a drink and

I said I would go. Lola Myers was no bargain; she went out with
everybody, and she claimed to hate full-blooded Indians. My
brother, the blonde one, went steady with Lois, so I went along
with Lola to oblige him. Anyway, I did like to dance, and I

aur«ly f«lt like iaavlng a drink after the Old Man wouldn't let
me b® in the Sun Dance. I used to go out with Lola because I
thought it was smart to go with a white girl. My brother says
I ought to marry her and forget about the reservation. She
would do it, too, because I have a job.
le went about fifty miles to a town where this dance was
held, and during the evening I fell down and hit my head on a
bench and spent the rest of the time in the car.
Going back very late I woke up as we passed the Sun Dance
camp, and I laade them stop and let me out, I walked over the
prairie to the lodge and found the crowd of watchers much
smaller. The dance was still going on of coursei that doesn't
stop at all except when the dancers are down behind the partit
ion for talk to the Spirit. It was still dark In the lodge
although a snmll moon had come up. There were no more car
lights flashing around outside and there were no sounds but
Indian sounds. The tepees were fine in the moonli^t.
My sister Imd gone home but I found Mary Velvet and tried
to be nice to her, she didn't like me when I had been drinking,
and pushed me away. I went around to the side of the lodge and
sang by n^self. I tried to do a Sun Dance but I didn't know
how. I felt like taking off my clotiies and jumping and yelling.
Mary Velvet found someone who was driving in to town and they
came and hit me twice and took me home.
The next day my mother and my boss made me work at the
fillins station. I learned to be a mechanic when I was away at
reform school, and I am quick at changing tires. I managed to
sneak away in the afternoon though, and caught a ride out to
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the Sun Dane®. I *as feeling very tough after such a bad
night, and I thought I must be as tired as the Sun Dancers,
The place looked very gay, with lots of dust and dogs and
children all around. When I got through the crowd at the open
ing to the lodge, one old m&n who was a dance-leader, was stand
ing up giving the first part of a song* The old men were still
sitting on their logs in front of the low partition, looking
hollow-eyed and tired, and none of the dancers were in sight.
My father was sitting next to tJncle Joe, who had on his ordinary
clothes and a big war-bonnet, A few of the others wore beads
or bonnets, but all had on their ordinary white-man's clothes,
A new bunch of singers were coming in and changing places with
those around the drums. Finally they started the new song, The
sight of fat old Harry Pretty sitting there, wearing his colored
horn-rim glasses, and singing songs that he didn't know the
meaning of, made me feel self-conscious and ashamed of the whole
business. I wished the white people weren't there. The dance
began to seem like a lot of hocus-pocus to me. I hate it when
I begin to think that wayj that the old men are silly and only
pretending that things mean a lot. They had Spirit flags tied
to the poles of the Sun Dance lodge, and they were nothing but
dirty old red and blue rags. I had to laugh.
Then the dancers started coming up from behind their part
ition, The first one was Harry Newman but it took me a while
to recognize him. He was naked and painted all over with
bright orange color. His head was draped with braids and whisps
of blue sage, and there was one of those small, downy eagle
feathers, called breath-feathers, stuck to each cheek.

-nThey came up alonly by twos and threes all around the back
of the lodge. There were twenty-four of thea altogether, all
painted, and all different. John Deer Hunter was painted the
most vivid purple I have ever seen. It was show-card purple,
and so intense that it seeaed to float out away from hiai. They
were all hung with things that didn't seem to be for ornament.
It all seemed to mean something but I didn*t know what. Each
one had the wings of a hawk or an eagle in his hands. Sometimes
when the song was finished they stood still and covered their
faces with those wings until another song started.
The way they danced, standing in one place, imde me reii®mbe:
how I tried to dance the night before and didn't know how. I
had never seen a dance like Itj they stood in one place, bending
their knees and jogging down and up with a one-two motionaas if
they were riding a trotting horse. Bach one had in his mouth
a willow whistle about three inches long with a breath-feather
tied to it. They pointed those whistles up, and looked up
steadily at the medicine bundle in the center-pole fork, and
peeped with the whistle at every jog. It was peep-peep, p«eppeep, along with a steady jo^-jog, jog-jog, and their eyes
never moving from the medicine bundle.
My uncle, Joe Warrior, was the fire tender. He carried a
big thick braid of prairie grass in his hand and broke off a
little now and then to sprinkle on the fire. He picked up
embers with a carved stick and put some at each side of the
center polef on the south and on the east and west. The fire
itself was on the north and he added sticks of cottonwood now
and then to keep it going. He was very dignifiedj there is
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nothlng comical about

Oncle Joe.

Some of the cottonwood smoke drifted around to me. It had
a smell that was like supper cooking In a tepee. It *as like
the sound of the drums and the singing, and it made me feel
lonesome. Although i?e talk in either our own language, or in
French, or in English, I was sure no one knew what the words
meant that were in the songs. A word now and then stood out;
all of it sounded familiar and still it didnH* It was like
hearing plain talk from far away.
The saell of that cottonwood smoke made me very lonesome.
My sister and Mary Velvet came along, hanging on each other's
necks. They said the dancers hadn't stopped all night or all
day, and had eaten nothing. I took a look at the sky and there
was no sign of rainj the Sun Dance didn't seem to be working.
I thought it ought to rain the next day because it always rains
on the Fourth of July.
I watched the dancers again. Several of them wore their
colored glasses, but Johnny ^iuillfinder, whose eyes are very
weak, had left his off. He was painted brown, and wore a siaII
folded blue cloth on his shoulders, like a shawl. It was a
clean blue cloth with the store creases still in it, and it
looked very nice on his shoulders. He had squares marked o\\t
with white dots around his eyes, and the inside of the squares
was painted dark. He kept looking up steadily at the medicine
bundle while he danced, and the solemn, sober look in his eyes
didn't seem comical to me any more. His face looked tired and
his eyes were big emid hoilow-looking. The eyes of all of them
were religious and tired-lookingj I could see it now. That was

-ISnhat mad# m® lonesome—they looked so tired, and yet they looked
satisfied. They looked as if they had been told something that
was true and they believed it. I could see how that if the
dance lasted long enough it would bring rain.
One of my little sisters tried to get in to my father, but
Uncle Joe made her go out again. Harry Pretty's little boy was
in there, and all the full-blood kids, but ray sister had to go
out, and she was less than two years old. Her eyes and hair
were aa black as anybody*s and her face was as dark as mine, but
Uncle Joe wouldn't let her stay. It made me lonesome again to
think of Johnny Quillfinder's eyes, and of mj own sister being
chased out of the lodge by her own uncle.
The dancing and the singing went on and I walked away lugr
myself. I couldn't think what to do. I felt like telling them
all to go to hell. I can get a job in any garage. I can get
along without any of them. What difference does it make if you
have been in a Sun Dance? What can you do when you get to be
a man?

Really, for myself, I wish to God there would be a war.
»

#
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THE OKPHAI 2
1 was sitting in the pool-hall half aal««p when Bud
Moriarlty, who works up at tb# State School, came In, "Hey,
you guya, com© on," he yelled. **We»ve gotta go orphan-hunting.
Two little kids got away,**
I'd heen orphan-hunting before, l-reryhody in a town like
ours, %ith a state orphans' home in it, has been orphan-hunting. fhe poor little devils do run away once in a while. You
can't guard *em as if they were convicts—all you can do is
watch 'em close and count 'em often. If it was big kids that
ran away, the school Just notified the sheriffs and police aromjl
the state to pick 'em up, but if fclbey were little devils, you
had to find 'em right away.
Like I said, I'd been orphan-hunting four or five times,
and once I happened to find one. It was while I was in hi^
school, and one little one got away, and people hunted three
days without finding him, They turned out all us kids from
high school, and we walked in a wide line up and down through a
thousand-acre wheat field where they thought he might be Md,
Well, we walked along slow, keeping our distance in the
line, and looking hard around us, and it happened I found Mm,
He was lying face down in the wheat—a step or two from a
ditch—as thou^ he'd played out and crawled in there to hide.
He didn't look any bigger than a rabbit, sprawled out sort of
on his face, with his arms bent above his head, and his legs
bent.
2. fhe Household Magazine, February, 1940, Pp. 8,9,54. Original
tltlet "fhe Black Man, the White Man and the Orphan."
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It was as if h« was sleeping on his stomach, but his face
was right straight down in the dirt, and no one would sleep
that way. He looked no bigger than a rabbit, I called the
other high school kids and they all looked, and they called the
men, and the men took him away.
Maturally I wasn»t keen to go orphan-hunting again, but I
went. There»s nothing else you can do.
And then, there was no reason to think these kids would be
dead. Moriarity said they were only missed an hour ago, and
they couldn't hav« gone far.
All the men in town turned out for a hunt like this;
strangers and all. The strangers wanted to get lanterns, and
we had to explain how you do it. A lantern Is no good for out
side hunting. The kid is running away, see, and if you have a
lantern he can spot you and stay out of your way. This is what
we learned we had to doi First, everybody gets all their cattle
and horses and pigs rounded up. and puts them in their stables.
The men generally use a lantern then, to be sure the kid isn»t
hiding in the bam or around. Then they put all the dogs inside
the houses, and then they start out hunting, just as you would
hunt for a strayed calf.
Whoever is running the hunt tells you the section you are
to work. It nay be a section of the creek-bottom, or one side
of the railroad track for a ways, or something like that. You
hunt alone.
That night Moriarity gave me a section of willows along a
creek, I had from the highway bridge to the railroad bridge.
It was a good section, with lots of cover, and out of range of
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any barne. A doaen of ua started out of town along the road
together, and just as we got close to our sections all the
lights In the town were turned off.
It's better that way, with no ll^ts shining in the distan
ce to to bother your eyes. At first it seens aiighty dark, but
as soon as your eyes get used to it, then you're glad for no
stray interference. There was no moon this night. It was in
the fall and there were a few leaves on the ground, sharp and
crackly. It was a good night for hunting.
fhe dozen of us came down the road talking, telling each
other our sections, and the password, which was *Bu2z." If
you're hunting through your section and you see something move,
you spot it good, and then you say, "Buza." If it's another
hunter, he answers you, ^Buzz." Then you go on about your
hunting. It saves a lot of explaining and keeps things quiet.
You don't have to say, "Who is it?" and he doesn't have to say,
"It's me. Who are you?" You Just say "Buzz" to each other.
We left four fellows at their starting points. They headed
out from the road at right angles, away from each other, and
they worked until they met someone from another section, then
they came back. Anyone who found a kid would bring it In,*or
if there was only one lost he would just yell. The town was
always so quiet during a hunt that you could hear a good yell
for miles.
We came to the bridge where my section started. Two of
us stopped there—this other fellow to go up the creek and me
to go down, toward the tracks. We got down under the bridge
and squatted there in the dark until our eyes got good and open.
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We got so we could see pretty well, even In the dark under the
bridge. Then the other fellow started out, but I crawled around
under the bridge a lot, and felt in all the corners, clear up
into the beams of the bridge where they went into the bank, I
didn't want that kid to be hiding in there and fool me to start
with, I wanted to be sure of that bridge before I left it.
When I was positive he wasn't there I crawled out and
started down the creek a little. Moriarity came down the road
and called to me. "One of 'em came in by himself," he said.
"There's just one lost now. fhey got separated, and this kid
got panicky and ran right into Joe Pinch's barn while Joe was
in there putting his stock away, and the kid ran right between
two horses and tried to hide in the manger.^
"Joe Pinch*a—that *s on this side of town," I said, "fhe
other one may be close.®
"This one kid," said Moriarity, "he didn't know where he
left the other one, but he said he'd come a long way alone."
Moriarity went on then, and I started hunting again.
fhis Is how you do it. You go along as quiet as you can,
and if you know the ground you can be mighty quiet. You go a
step or two and then you listen, and then you go a step or two
more and then you listen. You go on that way for ten feet or
so, and then you listen a long time—a minute or so. You go
out to the right that way, and then you go out to the left,
keeping watch on all sides, and then you go on. You ease up to
every willow bunch, or anything that's big enough to look black,
and you feel all through it with your hands. You feel the
ground and you look around, but mostly you listen. You can

•IS*
cover an ©i^ty-foot swath that way so well that not even a
mouse could move without you knowing It.
You've got to cover a lot of the ground on your hands and
knees, so you won't loom up taller than the kid. You want to
see him against the aky if he's standing, rather than to let
hlm spot you that way. Well, I went on that way for a long
time, hoping all along I'd hear someone yell "Found." Always
before on other hunts someone else finally found the kid, or
else nobody did and they called it off until morning.
fwice I spotted something moving across the creek, and I
got all set to Jump across, and then I said, "Bussz," and some
one said, "Buzz" back at me. It irats the same guy, I reckon,
each time. I think it was Mr. Homans, the principal of the
high school.
Finally I heard a sound. It was ahead of me, where one of
the hunters would have any business to be. I worked over toward
it quick and listened for a long time. Finally I heard it
again; a stick scraping or a leaf moving or something. I sneak
ed in that direction four or five feet right away, and I saw
something black in the brush, about ten feet farther on. It
looked like a man—not a kid—but I took no chances. I got all
gathered together to leap and grab and then I said, "Buzz."
I got no answer, but I saw it move, and I knew it was alive
and I knew all the stock was in the bams so it couldn't be a
cow or something. It was pretty well hidden in the brush. I
said, "Buzz" once more and got no answer, and then I upped and
dashed at it.
It was a man. He stood up and turned to run, but I was on
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hlm just like that. He dropped to his knees and lifted his
arms in front of his face, as though he expected me to hit him,
"I didn't do nothing," he walled, scared to death.
I had him by the shoulder. I was plumb surprised, and
some mad at him for being there.

®What are you doing here?" I

growled at him under my breath.
•"1
"
"Don't turn me in, boss," he said, and his voice was almost
gone with fright. "I didn't do a thing. Must be somebody else
they're loofeing for. I didn't do a thing."
"le aren't looking for you," I said, real quiet, "We're
looking for a little kid that's lost,"
"I didn't do nothing with him, boss," he said. "I didn't
see no little kid,"
I squatted down beside him to see who he was, and did I
get surprised? He was the blackest man I ever saw in my life.
His eyes were rolling and his shoulders were quivering where I
still had hold of him. I thou^t it was funny for a second,
but then I saw his face better, and it's never funny to see
such a terrible fear as that poor cuss had on him.
"What's the matter with you?" I asked him. "What do you
think this is?"
"I saw all those men coming down the road," he said, "It
looked like a lynch posse to me. I heard 'em say they was
looking for somebody. It looked like a lynch party I seen once.
I thought they was after me. I been trying to keep away from
you clear back from the bridge."
"Ho, listen," I said, "don't be scared,"

The look on his

face—the fear he had in him—was something I had to try to
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smooth do*n. "No, listen• It's a little kid we*r© hunting.
An orphan. We don*t want to lynch anybody."
"I was just waiting down here by the tracks," he said.
"Just waiting for a freight to come along. I wouldn*t hurt
no little kid."
"I know you wouldn't," I said, as gentle as I could.
"Sure, nobody would harm a little kid."
"What you hunting hla for then?" the black man asked.
"Why you hunt him so slow and easy this way?"
"He's an orphan," I said again. "We've got a state orphaiS
home here, and this little kid ran away, and we're just trying
to find him and bring him back."
"Why he run away?" the man asked.
"Don't ask me," I said. "You never know why they want to
leave. The folks at the school try to be good to them, but the
poor little devils amke a nm for it just the same, ever once
in a while."
"Whyn't you let *im go if he want to get away so bad?" he
asked.
"Xou can't," I said. "You just can't. They've got to
have some place to live. They might die if you don't find them.
You've got to get them back."
"I guess that's right," he said after a while. Then he
turned to me, "But if you ain't looking for me, then maybe you
let me go now, can't you?"
"Sure," I said, "you can go. But, listen, why don't you
stay with me and help find the kid? If you're good enough to
get so far from that bridge without me hearing you, you could
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do a good Job of hunting."
"But why you hunt *im ao quiet like this?" he asked again,
"T^hy don't you all just call »imt

If he*s loat he ought to

answer quiok enough he hear you call."
"It donH work that way," I said. "They don*t want to be
found. It IsnH that kind of lost. They have soae sort of
idea about getting away. They're full of nerve—those little
kids. All they want to do is get away."
"But you gotta find *em," said the black mn, "or they
maybe die, huhf Even if you got to scare »em to do it. Like
you scared me."
"If they get that kind of scared you can hear 'em cry," I 1
said, "but I never did he^r one really cry."
So he said he'd help me, and I told him how we did, and
' about "Biizz."
"I didn't know what that 'Buzs* was," he said. "I just
didn't know about that at all."
We went a little ways together and I was feeling around in
a big clump of willows when my hand touched something. The hair
stood up on the back of my neck I was so startled—it was so
sudden, in the quiet that way, I grabbed, and there was a
thump and a jerk and I almost let go. I'll be darned if I
didn't have hold of a rabbit—a live rabbit.
The black man came crawling over and looked at it. I was
holding it out at arm's length and it began to struggle. All
of a sudden in made my blood run cold again. It squawked. You
don't expect sound from a rabbit.
The black man jerked back. "Let it go," he wailed. "Pleas<i
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boss, let It go. Ain't nothing deserves to be as soared as
that."
I let it go and it dived into the brush. We started out
hunting again. We hadn*t gone »ore than twenty feet when I
heard more sounds. "I've found him," said the black man. "Here
he is."
I sneaked over that way. I didn't know if the kid was
really caught yet. There was the black man on his hands and
knees beside a big old fallen log. I got down close and looked.
Just the kid's back was showing—he was almost crawled under the
log—almost hidden, but he couldn't get his back clear under
with him. ITou could hear him whimpering a little under there.
Hot fear so imch—just miserable. The black aan was patting the
little kid's back as though it was a pup's back. "Don't be
afraid, boy," he was saying softly. "We won't hurt you none.
We're your friends. We'll help you.*
I put out aiy hand and touched the kid's back too. He was
a little fellow--wouldn't weigh more than forty pounds. His
back flinched, but I left ay hand there steady and easy and he
eased up again, and just whimpered a little bit from his misery.
I should have stood up and yelled, "Found,® right then,
instead of letting the others go on hunting, but I didn't want
to yell so loud. It seemed like it would scare that little kid
too much. "Haul him out a little," I said. "Haul him out real
easy. He knows we wouldn't hurt a spunky little kid like him.
We like him too much."
The black man got a grip on him and began pulling him out.
It was like pulling a kitten out of a basket. I had to reach
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down under the log and loosen his hands from the stuff he was
hanging to. I found his hands and loosened them real easy, one
at a time, and then w© pulled him out. He was all tight with
fear and his eyes were closed as though be was still hiding, but
he didn't figjit back. The black swtn gathered him up and hugged
hi® and rocked him. He pried the kid*a face up and looked at
it.

®Now," he said, ^there's a boy for you. That's what I like

to see a boy look like,"
I looked at him and I sure felt the same way about that
kid. He was a homely little cuss, and dirty of course—Just
dirty no end from digging around under that log, but he was just
what I would want a boy to look like—kind of homely and spunky.
The black man pried the kid's face up again to look, and this
time the kid opened his eyes.
Maybe it was the first time the kid ever saw a black man.
Anyway, he was scared to death. He Jumped away, but I caught
him. He looked at me and he saw I was white, so he grabbed his
arms around mj neck and almost strangled me,
"Little boy," the black man pleaded, **don*t be afraid of
me, Don*t be afraid of Jim, Jim wouldn't hurt you,"
His voice sort of broke. •*! like you, little boy," he
said. "I like you. I wouldn't want to scare you." He put his
hand on

shoulder and one on the kid's back. Dark as it was,

you could see tears rolling down his face, and his hand was
trembling. "I wouldn't want to scare you, boy. Didn't you ever
see a black man before?"

He was trying to sound funny, "A black

man's fumiy. You ought to laugh at a black man--not cry."
I sat down on the log then and Jim knelt in front of us.
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The tears stopped coming from Ma eyes and he was holding one
of the kid's hands*

The kid was quieting deim. He wasn*t

trembling any more. Finally we got him turned around and he
was looking at Jim.
"lhat's your name?® said Jim.
"Burgess McClann," said the kid,
"That's a fine name," said Jim.

®Ho» old are you?^

•*I»m four years old," the kid said, still looking at Jim.
"Where were you going?® I asked him.
was going away," he said, so quiet we could hardly hear
him. "I was going to find somebody to live with," He looked
us both over warily. "I suppose you'll take me back to the
school now.®

le sighed a great, wavery, weary sigh. "Well, I

won't stay,"
"Oh, we won't take you back to the school," said Jim.
He said it before he thought, I guess, fie just looked at
me as if he was surprised at what he said. "What can we do
with him?" he asked.
"I'll live with you guys," the kid said quickly. "I'd
Just as soon."
We were all quiet for a while—all sort of holding hands
together.
"What you have to do to adopt one of these kids?" Jim asked.
"You have to be married," I said, "and have a good home for
them, and be able to support them right."
After another pause Jim said, "And you ain't none of them
things, huh?"
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*Ko," I said, "I'm not."
"I could help support Mm," Jim said. "I could com© see
him sometimes *

I could work around, and help him get started."

"I sure wish I could," I said.
"You know anyone who mi^t marry you," Jim asked, "any good
woman that would take right car© of this kid? Any real good
woman that might aarry you?"
"I l)een thinking about on© lately," I said. "I could ask
her."
"Would you go back to the school and wait a while?" Jim
asked the kid. "Would you wait a while and trust us, until we'd
be proper folks to adopt you?"
"Yes, I'd wait," the kid answered.
"Then let's do it," said Jim, standing up. "Let's go and
do it."
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CHILDREN'S CRUSADE g
It 8«eni8 as though we always aotod like a pack of dogs in
those days, "but of course I was saoall then and I may have for
gotten. Hohody ever used to think—it wasn't necessary; we
just went ahead and did things. There was a dance in the school
house Saturday night, and then a Sunday School picnic all day
Sunday, and the next day was the Fourth of July, and there was
a dance again that night. Now that I remember, people must have
thought in those days, because we all thought it was good music*
The stranger was an ignorant-looking kid; six feet tall,
and too roundf like rank grass, or weeds that grow too fast.
He didn't have any business at the dance (he Just wanted to
celebrate the Fourth of July, I guess) but we didn't care about
his having no business there; we Just went after him like a
pack of dogs.
All the people oaiae early. It was a dark ni^t—nights
were dark in those days; no moon, and the stars not doing any
thing. We seemed to cast our oim light from our faces. When
there was a bunch of us together we made a good light to see by.
We all stood in the cloak-room and watched the people come to
the dance, and we aboved each other around, and tried to get
into the farthest corner, and still we watched into the school
room. The women were on one side and the men on the other, all
5. Frontier and Midland, Autumn, 1934, Pp. 59-61. Copyright
1934, by H. G. Merriam.
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dressed In their best. We were dressed in our best, too, and
that made us Jerk each other around all the !iu>re.
The stranger «as standing against the wall. It seemed dark
nom but ve could see him. We acted up a lot, wrestling with

each other; «e got to feeling loose and vooly and silly, fhen
the music started. Two kids grabbed each other and started
scraping around, like a dance. They turned into a wrestling
match right away, and others tried it until they wrestled, too.
They shoved one kid in through the door. He came back and we
shoved him again, right out into the dance floor. He came back
and started dodging around. He got behind the stranger, and
stranger nearly fell down. Stranger stood against the wall
again and grinned. He wouldn't talk to

U8|

we didn't really say

anything to him. He was nearly twice as tall as we were, but
we were on our own ground and he was a stranger. He tried to
grin nice at us but he didn't have any business to grin at all.
Some grownup kids came out and took a drink out of a bottle
and gpt me to fighting. I didn't like to fight—not until some
one hit me; but when I got started it was all right. I Just
swimg in hard and it felt good to hit and be hit. Some men came
out then and stopped the fight. Stranger was standing straight
up against the wall, grinning. He looked afraid.
The next grownup kids that came out, we got them to give
stranger a drink. "Give us some," and they wouldn't, so "Give
him some," and they did. Stranger took a big drink and the
grownup kids looked at him as if they didn't like him. It was
dark in the hall but we made our own light somehow from our
faces. Stranger made a lot of light from his face. Inside,
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kerosene latmpa isi&de a path of light through the door; a yellow
path on the boards. We kept out of that. If we stepped into
it we stepped out quick.
fime went fast in those daysj the minutes were long but
the hours were short because we didn't think. We went around
and around in our heads like dogs. We tried to get stranger to
go in and dance. He wouldn't say anything, but one of the kids
said he was going inside and ask a girl to dance with stranger.
The kid walked right in and around to the back of the room where
the girls were. Stranger kept looking in for him—trying to see
past the dancers. Two girls QAim by just then to.go outsideone of theai was my sister. We pushed stranger against them.
They shoved him away and slapped him, and ran outside giggling.
We all laughed to beat the band. We shoved him around^ and
he tried to stay back against the wall. One of the kids managed
to kick him in the seat of the pants, and we pulled him away
from the wall and did that a while. He tried to keep his back
against the wall but we pulled him away. It went on for a long
time, and I remember I stopped once and looked up at him. He
was standing on his tiptoes, trying to hold his arms up away
from the kids—he was leaning back into the comer, white and
soared. His face was putting out more light than all the other
faces yanking around by his knees. They pulled him out again
and kicked him and he managed to get back into the comer once
more.
It wasn't much fun, but there wasn't anything else to do.
Usually we followed drunks around, but that night all the
drunks were dancing.
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Pinally ha slapped one kid and kicked at me, and tie lit
into Mm then for sure. Some more grownup kids came out to
drink and they watched us for a while. Stranger tried kicking
back at us only once, and then started grinning again, standing
hack in the corner as tall as he could, when he could get away
from us.
We got him pulled off balwice and shoved him out in the
path of light on the floor. One kid kicked up high at him and
fell dbwn on the floor. Stranger tried to get back Into the
corner and one of the grownup kids tripped him. He fell right
in the light where people inside could see.
He got to his feet and ran outside. We all followed, yell
ing as hard as we could. He ran down the hill toward the horses
but we ran around and headed him off. He went out toward the
swamp, still down hill, and we jumped along after him. We had
a lot of wind those daysi it felt like we could fly—jiimping
Into the air down the hill chasing him. We knew the ground; it
was our own ground, and he had to be careful, and couldnH fly.
We didn't let him go in one direction. Some of us headed
him to one side, and then along the hill, and the others ran
down on him from above. We kept him going around and dodging
through us. We didn't need to restj we could run past him down
hill and head him off. He had to run up-hill part of tbe time,
and kids waiting up there came down at him. fhen he had to get
through us below. We didn't think about itj we Just did it that
way—like dogs chasing something.
One of the grownup kids from the dance heard us yelling.
He was drunk and got on his horse. He chased the stranger out

on the flats and we all followed close behind. Stranger dodged
the horse, and somehow the horse got its feet tangled and fell
down. It made an awful thump, and the grownup kid rolled away
ahead of it. The horse got up but the kid stayed there, cussing,
mad*
Stranger was running straight now. I was the only one to
see him and I yelled, and started after hl». He was making a
noise with his mouth as he ran, and thumping his feet hard on
the ground. He was tired and I cau^t him first; I was quite a
ways ahead of the other kids. They were coming along as hard as
they could. I grabbed stranger's coat and shoved him from the
side. He fell down and drew his legs up. He held one foot in
the air to guard himself. Bis face was glowing light and the
grin was still there, as if he dlda't dare take it off. He was
panting so hard I felt sorry for him.
The other kids got there and stranger tried to get away. I
shoved him down again but he got to his feet. The kids pulled
him down and he fought like fury. Someone got hold of his shirt
and ripped it.
I never thought less in my life than I did for a while then
We couldn't tear his coat but we aaimged to grab up under that
for his shirt. I got one good hold on the back of it and ripped
and jerked and swung around, with things clear black to my eyes.
We got all over him and ripped the shirt clear off. He yelled
once and tried to stand up when someone choked him with his
necktie, then he went down a^ln.
When he got so he wouldn't struggle any more, no matter
what we did, we went back to the dance. He came blubbering
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alons quit® a ways behind us. It was midnight and supper was
being imnded out, but he couldn't come in and get any because
his shirt was gone.
»

-S2-

THE HUNTER 4
.
The boy*s n&me was Padralo and Ms two huge brothers called
him Pad. Ee sincerely "believed that his full name was PaddyWhack, because his mother called him that, and it was the name
of a character in a comic opera. His brothers had sp^t all the
evening getting out their hunting equipment. The smell of gun
oil clung to the rich-looking stocks of their shotguns| the aerial
smell of sage drifted from their hunting coats. Padraic had a
nasty intimation that he would not be allowed to go with them.
"I*m going to take Bess out digging gophers tomorrow,^ he
announced.
"Bess is going hunting with us tomorrow," said a brother.
"She's my dog," said Pad reasonably. He knew he must not
be impudent about this.
"Hot during hunting season," said his mother.
"May I go hunting with you?" he asked his brothers respect
fully.
"You're too young," said a brother.
"You can't go running around with a gun," said his mother,
"I'm seven," said Padraic, "and I've hunted a lot."
"You're too young," said his father, and that was the end
of that, Padraic could still hope for miracles, but it was a
sad blow.
The next forenoon he was sitting at one end of a long field
that his father was plowing with a tractor. A half-mile away
the drone of the engine was rising and fidling, anfl the boy
4. The Household Magazine, June, 1951, P. 12,

-sscould hear it. In his mind, which was peculiarly his mind, he
could hear a great orchestra in that drone if he chose. It was
playing something of a remote symphony to him and the melody
was going well in Ms head. It rose and fell with the tractor
sound, bound in Mgh and low limits by the limits of the drone.
Pad decided to sleep. He lay on Ms back and watched the
clouds. A curlew was flying around so high above him that Pad
had difficulties in imagining himself flying with it. Pad held
his wings out leisurely, as he saw the curlew do. He dipped and
swung, and glided about in the cool upper air. He looked down
and saw Ms father on the tractor, far below him in the field.
Thla field was on the Shane place. Old Man Shane had never even

built a house. He had boarded with neighbors, and never shaved.
Pad found that he was no longer flying. He turned over onto
his stomach.
By holding his head very close to the ground he could look
through the forest of brown grass stems. He saw a beetle sittlni;
on a rock, rubbing its hands. He stalked it, and found the
ground very rough for stalking. Pad thought of a friend of Ms,
a man named Lord Greystoke, and wished that he could do the
tMngs that Greystoke did. Still, Mr. Vanderbeek was very nice,
and could play the piano so hard that it rocked. Mr. Vander
beek could certainly read Tarssan wonderfully.
Slowly Pad realized that he could hear his mother vocal
izing. His mother's vocal exercises were the means of Ms
gentle awakening each morning; his familiar alarm clock. He
sat up with an effort* He had nearly slept.
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Pad saw a jack-rabbit loping past. H© thought of hunting
season and the thought filled Ma with cunning* He leaped to
his feet and shouted alarmingly. As often happened^ (he had
discovered this), the rabbit stopped quickly and huddled close
to the ground, fhe rabbit dldn»t know how to run away from
such a sudden scare. Pad picked up a sharp rock. He always
threw at jack-rabbits. He had never hit one, but always hoped
he would. He threw the stone flat-wise, and, to his sudden
delight, hit the aniaal close to the ear. With the priaary
Instinct of the hunt strong in him. Pad ran to the stunned
rabbit, and Mt it again on the head with a large stone, fhe
glory of the kill filled him and he drew a deep and satisfied
breath.
fhen the rabbit moved a hind leg, (and Pad saw how soft
its fur was), and it opened a bruised eye. Terrible sorrow and
agonized tenderness struck the glory from the boy. He kneeled
by the warm animal. He would take it home. He would nurse it
back to life and wholeness again. He picked it up in his arms
and saw to his horror tlmt the other side of the head was badly
damaged. It was broken. The rabbit was broken. It was suffer
ing. He would have to kill it. <4uickly, quickly. He must not
let it suffer. A jack-rabbit is knee-high to a small boy. Pad
worked. His eyes were wide and their depths were black, and
he worked hard, and as terribly fast as he could. His heart
was too torn for him to cry. He gasped and jabbered in his
agonized wish to get the terrible act done.
When the rabbit was almost unrecognizable Pad put It by a
fence post. He turned away, his face twisted as if he were in
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pain. He sat on the edge of a furrow, pushing thoughts from
his mind as desperately as if h© wanted to keep it forever blank
His dog, Bess, came waggling toward him, followed at a
distance "by his brothers. "Have you been hunting. Pad?" one of
them asked.
"Yes," said the boy unsteadily.
"Did you get anything?^
Pad went over to the fence post. He took the rabbit
its hind feet, and, with a grunt, swung it out and dropped it
at their feet. For a moment no one spoke. The distant drone
of the tractor intruded Into Pad's mind, and he could hoar the
sobbing, droning orchestra again. It would not stay out of his
mind, and the melody it played for him was the Funeral March
of the Marionettes, which Pad had heard.

«

«
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That night at dinner Claire suddenly felt pretty. She
threw her head back and opened her mouth and laughed with joy.
Mrs. Mansfield looked at her uneasily, and so did Aunt Beulah.
Mr, Mansfield was silent as usual; deep in his own thoughts,
and hardly seemed to notice his daughter's exuberance*

tincle

Terry sighed with regret that he was no longer young.
^ou can laugh and bellow if you want to," snapped her
brother James. "I don't know what's so funny. And when you
feel so horribly good at dinner you generally squall before you
go to sleep." That was exactly why her mother and aunt were
uneasy, but they said nothing.
•^ill you dance with me tonight, James?" Claire asked.
*Ask me when we get there,® James growled. "And don't
wear that fool yellow dress. It's too extreme."

He bumbled

away upstairs to get ready, and everyone smiled and forgave him,
for his girl was due in town that night with the college crowd,
and he was completely upset.
The dance was to be almost a society affair—it was
designed to welcome the college crowd back to town for their
short vacation. All the old hig^ school crowd would be there,
and at ten-fifteen the high-spot of the evening would be reach
ed when the college people came from their train. Claire's
brother was completely nervous because hie girl was coming to
5. The Household Magazine, October, 1935, Pp. 2, 26, 27, 28.
Reprinted in Fiction Parade and Golden Book, December, 1935.
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viait Ms family for th® first time, and becaua® ahe vas
almost a atranger even to Mm. Clair® waa bubbling ao only
becauae ah# felt good, and becauae ahe would be wearing new
bronze alippera, and the yellow dreaa.
And at the dance Claire left her coat in the dreaaing-room,
and looked at heraelf in the »irror and waa atill well pleaaed#
She amllod at heraelf, and touched her brown hair and felt very
pretty. Then ahe went out, and Benny waa waiting for her like
a faithful dog.
Around and around the floor awirled the couplea— the good
old crowd that had grown up together—timt had alwaya lived in
the town, Benny Black danced Claire away and caat protective
acowla around—good old Benny, who had never been anywhere, nor
done anything famoua, and who had alwaya adored her. Claire
amiled califl.y and wore a dignified mood now and hardly laughed
at all. She walked fine suid tall, and carried her shoulders
wide, and her high apirita continued to aimmer inaide her. She
felt ao good that even her feet aeemed mall enough to pleaae
her in the new bronze alippera.
Claire ateered Benny a little bit and he danced her over
toward James, who waa moping in the atag-line. "You remember
me," Claire called.

®I>m your little aiater. Tfou know—the

little Mansfield girl."
Jamea came over right away and cut in, and even amiled at
her through his nervoua frown. "You aeem to be busy enough,
kid. Your old Benny atill hanga around." He leaned back and
looked at her, with surpriae in his worried eyea. "You look
kind of pretty tonight, kid. You*11 be growing up one of theae
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days. I'll have to sea about you."
'*I»m eighteen, you know, James, and lots of people try to
see about me now. I'm grown already, but of course you didn't
know that.*
But James hadn't been listening to her. He looked at Ms
watch in alarm. "Hey I

Wait I It's nearly time to go to the

train. Excuse me, kid." He left her in the middle of the floor
and ran for his coat, nor did he look back, and Claire stood
laughing where he left her.
Benny came edging along, with the adoring look in his eye,
and Claire put on her air of hij^ royalty and danced away with
him, her shoulders wide and fine.
At ten-fifteen the crowd from the train charged in| hats
and overcoats and grips flyingj full of the importance of
arrival--full of heroic flurryj glad to be back, and glad to
have been gone. The high school crowd faded out before the
fiery elegance and verve of the collegians? and the center of
all attraction was one small blond person. This was Holly Van
Ten, and all the antics were performed in the hope she would
see. James Mansfield was hovering at the side of this lovely
creature—boosting her about by the elbow, and acting complete
ly absurd and fierce.
Claire was swallowed by the roar of greetings. One would
have thought the new-comers had been gone six years instead of
six months. "Hi-yah, Claire,** shouted Joe Bates, who wore a
hat with a small feather in it.
"Hello, Joe," said Claire, but apparently she didn't say
it loud enough to please, for Joe came charging over with his
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smile opening wider. "Hi»yah, Claire," and he slapped her on
the back with a great good will. Claire tried to preserve her
calm radiance. She walked smiling over to meet Hollj Van Ten,
but she found that the crowd was thickest just where Holly was.
She managed to struggle up closer, still sadling, and saw that
the innemost ring around the girl was composed of her brother
James, three great college seniors—at whom James was smiling
and glaring, and her own Benny Black. Benny had forgotten to
take off his adoring look. It suited him poorly beside the great
nonchalance of the seniors.
Claire was pushed aside, still sailing and ready to be
Introduced. Then she saw another girl who was sitting along,
hoping someone would ask her to dance, and wearing the same sort
of left-over-looking smile. Still Claire smiled but no one saw
her.
®Come and dance with your old friend Joe Bates," roared a
voice at her shoulder. Claire tried again to catch a glimpse of
Holly Van fen. She turned to dance with Joe Bates. ^That broth
er of yours," said Joe> ^does he talk in his sleep?

Because I»d

surely like to know how he catches a stunner like Van Ten, and
gets her to come see him from college."
"Is she so very prettyf" Claire asked.
^'The best-looking dame I ever saw," said Joe. "She's the
stunner of the campus, but she*8 much too handsome for the likes
of me. Why, she doesn^t even know my name.** He beamed down at
Claire. "Now I like *em like you. This Holly looks too expen
sive—too much like a doll. There*s too aiuch competition with a
dame like that. I like 'em more on the ordinary slde--I mean.
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Just plain people—I mean I»ve known you all my life—I mean I
like •em not too good-looking. Not ao much competition with
girls like you.®
Claire kept her eyes down and let Joe bungle on. She was
n't radiant now—she just danced. She was glad when she saw
Benny and could signal for a cut-in.
"Say," Benny stuttered aa they danced away, "that Holly
Van fen is the prettiest girl I ever did see." Claire glanced
at hira. "They just don't come any more beautiful than herj even
in the movies."
"I would like to meet her," said Claire humbly enou^.
"Sure. Sure. I met her, I'll be glad to introduce you,"
said Benny. He plowed a way through the ring of men and started
to BHimble soawthing, James Ignored Benny when he noticed Claire,
He took that opportunity to step in front of the college seniors,
"Miss Van Ten," said James, "may I present my little sister
Claire?" Holly lifted her eyes slowly and Claire felt a ridic
ulous desire to curtsy to this small person. Claire saw the
honey-colored hair that peeped out from beneath a smart green
hatI she saw dark brown eyes, and clear skin, and red lips. It
was a fox-face, f\ill of sharp fire, and seeming to know and
conceal some secret.
"How do you do. Holly?" said Claire. "Brother James has
been losing sleep for the last week, planning your visit." That
was revenge for "little sister," and it made James's eyes flash
with anger.
"Shut up, you brat," he rasped in genuine fury, then smiled
furiously at Holly to show that it was all a play between
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brother and sister. But Holly didn't see the smllej she was
looking at the crowd of men who had gathered aroimd for Intro
duction. She looked them over appralsingly. Some got the
merest glance and those wiggled hard and tried to merit another
glance. Others got a longer look that made them goggle and
gulp. Holly couldn't see beyond the men to appraise the girls,
so she directed her hot glance at Claire,
"James never told me he had such an attriiotive sister," she
said sweetly,
»James has never noticed It,** Claire answered, just as
sweetly. Then to James: "Why don't you take Holly's coat,
James? Don't you think she might be warm?"
James turned red and glared at Claire, for surely he had
bungled, and Holly was still wearing her coat, "Let me take it.
Holly," he sftid, and Holly emerged in greater brilliance, wear
ing a ball-gown that amde Claire shiver and the men all wiggle
again. "You said we would go to a dance when we got here,"
murmured Holly, coloring a little, *so I put on this dancing
dress before we left the train."
The dance rather went to pieees from then on. All the men
were trying to dance with Holly, and gesturing and posing in
front of her. The girls wanted to look at her and the dress she
was wearing. The punch-bowl was soon empty—the high school
crowd could think of nothing else to do as they stood in the
background and let the collegians take the place over. Punch
went

trickling down high school throats and the floor was

changed into a cheering section and a hand-shaking arena.
At midnight there was a great crowd In the dressing-room.
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for hats and coats. Claire caught a glimpse of herself in the
mirror, and stepped "back to glance again at the whispy girl she
saw reflected. She laarTreled that she had thought herself
pretty earlier in the evening—this bleak, uninteresting girl.
It was a face both very young and very ignorant of venom.

And when they got home from the dance every one was still
up at the Mansfield house. Benny Black didn't go home after
delivering Clairej he himg around to watch the colorful Holly.
Uncle Terry was in his purple smoking-jacket, hanging in the
background and grinning at the swirl of life. Uncle Terry had
n't seen a girl like Holly for twenty years} not since the days
when he was a successful and self-sustaining i^ui.
**What a lovely name you have. Holly," said Aunt Beulah,
who rarely said anything in company, since she considered her
self only a guest in the family.
"I once knew a girl whose name was Clover," said Mr. Mans
field dreamily. Then he looked embarrassed and Claire realized
that he had been thinking about Holly's name for a long time.
"My mother named me Holly because I was born the day before
Christmas,^ the girl said.
"I once knew a girl named Easter," said Uncle Terry.
"I once knew a nmn named Lark Wilson," said Beulah humbly,
"He was a big handsome man, with black hair and a beard."
Mrs. Mansfield came in with a pot of chocolate and a pile
of cookies. "Why, James," she called, "help Holly take her
coat off."
James glared at his mother, for he had been trying to get
the coat off but Holly seemed to want it on. It came off now.
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however, and Holly made, as It were, another grand entrance#
The ball-gown was a great sensation again.
*lou*ro just a little thing, aren't you?" said tJncle Terry,
Claire loved her Uncle Terry, hut this fatuous statement i^de
her wince,
"You oust come up and see us again this suBaner," wuraured
Claire's father. "Have a cup of chocolate," he said, taking it
from his wife's hands. "Iveryone have chocolate—makes you
sleep—keep you young—and beautiful .. . •* He lapsed Into
silence, afraid that he had gone too far. It had been a great
burst of speech for Mr. Mansfield, Mow he picked up a book and
walked away to lean against the wall,
*Holly," said Benny Black to himself dreaiolly. "She has a
good name. Holly . . . Jolly . . . Qolly,* Claire glanced at
hlra and blushed for him.
fhen Holly took off her little hat, and achieved another
aensatlon almost as good as her dress. "What lovely blond hair,"
imrmured Beulah in spite of herself.
Claire discovered that the family was standing in a semi
circle before Holly's chair, watching her drink chocolate, They
were talking to each other and nodding to Holly as if she must
understand each family move. Even Claire's father looked up
from his book, but without speaking.
"What are you reading, Mr. Mansfield?" Holly asked, and
drew him into the adoring circle. ^Should I read it? I read
all the time.®
"Pickwick Papers,® grunted Mr. Mansfield.
"Is it good?" Holly asked. "Should I read it?" Claire's

father had merely been standing with his shoulder against the
wall, reading his book and bothering no one. Re could have
stood that way for hours without bothering any one. Now he had
to come oyer and look at this girl who asked about Dickens.
"What do you use on your halrf* Mrs. Mansfield asked
suddenly*
"My hair is naturally the color of honey," said Holly,
casting her eyes down.
Benny Black swayed and his eyes bulged. He turned to
Claires "Her hair Is the color of honey," he repeated, as If he
had aade the discovery.
"You're Juet a little bit of a thing, aren't you?" repeated
Uncle ferry. Brother James stood with his hand on the back of
her chair and tried to touch Holly with his finger.
"Holly had better look out for bees with that honey-colored
hair," said Benny. Claire saw a glint of anger snap Into James
eyes. Her father and mother looked embarrassed, and tncle ferry
looked sorry he hadn't made the remark.
Claire broke the hypnotized circle and earned another flash
of anger from James. She took the stricken Benny Black by the
arm and piloted him toward the door. "Ihy doesn't everyone go
to bed?" she cast back over her shoulder. "You can come back
and look at Holly again tomorrow," she told Benny. She couldn't
resist the perverse Impulse to Invite him. "She's lovely, iin't
she?" said Claire.
"Yes," said Benny, seeing her with difficulty out of his
moon-struck eyes. Then her words pierced hia mind and he glit
tered at her gratefully: "Yes, Isn't she?

She's the loveliest
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girl I ever saw."
There was the huslness of beds to be talked about. It had
been settled once, but Holly must hear all the arrangements.
James Insisted that since she was his guest she must have his
room, which meant that he must sleep in Claire's room, which
meant that Claire could sleep with Aunt Beulah. All the family
conducted Holly to her room, and said good-night with every good
wish known to hospitality. Claire left while the others were
still at it.
Claire in pajamas took one frantic glance at herself in the
mirror before she turned out the light and climbed into bed with
Aunt Beulah that night. In the dark she tumbled around, seeking
a comfortable nest for herself in the strange bed. Her foot
touched Aunt leulah and she jerked it away instantly, but the
spell of silence was broken. Claire contorted her features and
burrowed her head into the small pillow.
^our brother James has picked a beautiful girl," said
Beulah raptly. »So full of life, and such a high color. I'm
sure she had been biting her lips to make them so red."
••Just like hollr berries," said Claire with forced calm.
"Her hair is like honey, and her mouth is red like berries, and
her eyes are deep brown, and her skin is white,"
"That lovely gown,** said Beulah, ®and such shoulders and
arms, and how she can wear her clothesl"
"She's a little bit of a thing,"
"I once had a lovely form," Beulah permitted herself a
memory. "But we wore stays in those days—they made us feel so
snug. There's nothing like a lovely form. And apparently she

reads a great deal, too.**
Claire began carefully on something that was rushing up in
hers

^Everyone was quite stricken with her at the dance." fhem

was a long pause. "I was glad of it, because of James. Every
one here thought she was lovely. Benny said she was lovely."
"I once was lovely too, but she is the loveliest girl I
ever saw."

Beulah turned her face to the pillow and trembled.

"Dad seemed to like her very much," said Claire, •'But she
had never read Pickwick Papers, and I have, and no one ever
thought it very wonderful of me."
"She is the loveliest girl I ever saw,** Beulah repeated
maddeningly.
"That's what Benny said." There was another long silence,
"The foolI»
"Claire," said Aunt Beulah suddenly. She got up on her
elbow and looked down at the dim face of the girl beside her,
"Claire, you know how I love you." Claire made no move. "You
know, Claire, that I had no daughter of my own—that I don't
even mind that any more—that I love you more than ..." Words
were useless, and it was a matter beyond the reach of tact.
Beulah tried once more howeverj

"Ife have never told you* Claire,

because we didn't want you to be conceited, but you must realize
that you are getting to be a very beautiful girl yourself."
"It won't do," said Claire, ominously quiet, "I know what
you are thinking, but it won't do. Of course you say I'm beau
tiful, but you love me." She gripped her hands hard and went
on. "It's not that I'm jealous--!'m glad she's pretty--and I
don't care about Benny, but everyone mado such fools of them
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selves—and my own folks too—and everybody ..."
Beulah couldn't find words for the pounding In her heart.
She wanted to touch the girl beside her but she didn't dare,
for Claire was making bitter wisdom with her own heart. Beulah
tried to think of a word to say, but the pounding and ache of
her love was too great and she began to cry softly.
"I hadn't thou^t so mich about looks before,* eald Claire.
"I thought about being nice to people, and that was always
enough. But looks count aore than anything else; looks, and
flash, and clothes."

Claire tried to remember what she had seen

in that ^anoe at herself in the mirror, and she remembered only
a girl's face, and no flash or dash.
Claire reached the solid bottom of bitterness. "I won't
f
do it that way," she stuttered. "I won't go around trying to
be pretty. I don't care to mter that sort of competition. I'll
look just as I am, and they can take it or leave it."
The silence lasted a long time, broken only by the helpless
weeping of Aunt Beulah, who could think of no word to say, and
who guessed all the thoughts as Claire thought them, and who
could do nothing to make it easier. Claire felt miserable enougl:;.
to cry, but she wasn't alone, and she wasn't In her own room, so
she couldn't cry. "I'm going to get a drink of water," she said,
and slipped out of bed quickly,
Claire sat on the edge of the tub in the bathroom. She
looked at herself in the mirror, and snapped the light out
angrily and sat there In the dark. It was good to be alone, and
make faces in the dark, and she screwed up her eyes until tears
formed back of the lids. So busy she was with her own thoughts
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that she didn't hear steps coming down the hall, and she jumped
with alarm when the light snapped on again.
Holly was just as alarmed, "'Excuse me,® said Claire. "I
was just sitting here in the dark." She stepped toward the door
couldn't sleep,® said Holly, and Claire saw that she was
near tears. "I wish you would stay and talk to me a little.®
Without high heels Holly was even siKaller. She looked like a
child in her dressing-gown,

never slept in a room alone

before," she said. "At home there were so many of us, and at
school there was always a room-mate or someone,"
"I'd crowd you out of bed if I slept with you," said Claire
half angrily. "I'm so much bigger and clumsier than you."
Holly turned unhappy eyes up at Claire. "Do you think your
folks like me?" she asked imploringly. "I didn't know how to
act, and I said such foolish things. That about my hair—I'm
afraid your mother thinks I bleach it, or something. I'm afraid
she doesn't like me; but I didn't mean to say such foolish
things."
"The men liked you very much Indeed," said Claire,
"That's just It," Holly wailed in her sorrow. "I tried too
hard, and the men all jumped around, I don't want to go around
just being pretty,"
Claire said nothing. She tried to understand this queer
flash of sorrow,
"You don't like me," said Holly slowly and with conviction,
"and your mother doesn't like me, and your aunt won't like me
tomorrow. And Claire, I just don't know how to do. This is the
first time I ever visited people,"
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cam© in here to cry," aald Clair©, with a queer malice
in her eyes, "because I juat discovered that I'm not pretty.
That's the way we Mansfields do. Some people think we're all
crazy."
"I just don't know how to do,® said Holly,
"Just don't worry,* said Claire. "Think about me. How
would you Ilk© to be as not-pretty as I am?"
Holly couldn't think about anyone but herself:
"I was horribly overdressed at the dance, and horribly
overdressed here at the house. That's why I wanted to keep jay
coat on."
"It was a lovely dress," said Claire. "Much nicer than
ray yellow one."
"And I tried to make your father think I had read a lot
of books."
"Just wait," said Claire. "You aiay read a lot of books
some day,"
"And who was that boy? That Benny person? I didn't know
him, and I didn't like hla, and I'm afraid he'll make James
jealous and I don't want that to happen."
"Benny was just a foolish kid that followed us home," Clalr«
said. "I'll 'phone him tomorrow and tell him not to come again
until you're gone."
"I went around looking s^sterlous because I didn't know
any other way to look." Holly lifted her eyes miserably* "Will
you like me, Claire?" she asked,
Claire had to give up thinking about her own problem in the
face of Holly's need. "I'm beginning to like you already," she
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aald. '*you ^ust b© yourself, and we'll all like you."
"•Well then, will you come and sleep with me maybe?" Holly
asked. '^Because I couldn't sleep——because X nevex* slept in a
room by n^rself before, and I do want to sleep so I'll look good
tomorrow."
"Sure, I'll come." Claire put her arm around Holly. •'You
just be natural tomorrow. Don't try too hard, and everyone will
like you fine."
"But what about my looks?" said Holly desperately.
'•'What about themf

What about Bsdnef

"I*11 not try to be pretty any more," said Holly firmly,
"Meither will I,« claire laughed.
"I'll not try to be pretty. I'll look just as I am, and
they can take it or leave it."
"So will I,» said Claire.

« « «
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RETURK IN THE MORNING g
Th®r« -was no freedom for Clair® Mansfield now that ah© had
turned sixteen and needed freedom. "I can go anywhere I please,
she told her friends, tout that wasn't true* She was chained as
tl^tiy as any slave. She was watched froot all sides.
Claire took her slippers off so as to make no noise, and
paced up and down in her

feeling like a caged aniinal. The

window shades were all drawn, changing the evening sun and
filling the room with an even, aaber light. i>he pulled the
shades open at the edge and looked out, and they were all there.
Her bedrooia had more windows than wall; each window an
avenue of escape, but below, back of the house, she could see
her Uncle Terry walking with his head bent down, planning and
plarnlng. And at the side, in the rose garden, was her father,
who asked the gardlner questions and forgot to listen for the
answers. In front of the house walked James in the diipnlty of
oldest son. On the porch sat Aunt Beulah, wondering and wonder
ing, a figure of apology.
These people weren't actually watching her| they were Just
waiting for dinner. There were no literal chains. Claire Imd
not even asked for freedoa. Claire heard the dinner gong from
below, and saw everyone perk up and move toward the house. Then
treason slipped into her mind and she made a plan. Claire un
locked her door and went &own.
Because she had a plan leading to escape, she entered the
dining-rooB with sweetness and light stamped on her face. She
6. The Household Magazine, April, 1935, Fp. 4, 5.
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sat at th® table beside her father^-Lovnes Mansfield, her pu«»
sled father• Life vent on without much l^lp or imnlpul&tlon by
Mr. Mansfleldj he even managed to earn respeet, and It puzzled
him. All day he went about thinking of such abstract things
as the tang and music of wordsj Individual words, like asure,
and melloWf and lilac*

He had a notion that other people w@re

ffluch more clever than he. He thought about Tahiti, and Brahms,
about ships, and ivory, and Dickens. Yet he managed to jmke
money in ti» hardware Inislness, and when he thought about that.
It puszled him.
lext to Claire sat ference Plnard, her too-often-defeated
.

ttncle Terry. Be had carried his troubles; he had borne up well
under the straw that breaks the camel's back, Terence had
carried that straw, and a dozen others, and a brick, and a stonsj
and then another straw sent him to his knees and he coiadnH
get up.
Across from Claire sat Beulah Mansfield, Her Aunt Beulah,
now in her ninth year of splnsterhoodf still thinking It must
be an oversight that no man had asked for her. Still there was I
nothing to do but wait, and once in awhile to get up late at
night and look at herself in the mirror.
Beside Beulah was Claire's brother James, home from college
and gone to work for his father. At the other end of the table
was Claire's mother, who was not defeated, nor puzzled, nor
overlooked, nor did she seem to be in chains, nor to lack free
dom*
While she ate her dinner, Claire thought about her plot.
Once she ventured to think beyond the plotj to wonder what would
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bftppen If ah<i were found out. But she stopped thinking ahout
that; she couldnH Isaagine what would happen. Fate could be
trusted with the details of punishment. Anyway, there was to
be no slip. Claire was going to a dance that night j a public
dance twenty adles out at Centervllle Pavilion. Mo one at the
table knew it but Claire, She planned only this far aheadi
once she was In the car with Benny and the others she would then
surely go to the dance, fhat was being free. Claire's father
didn't know she was going. If she had asked him, he would have
said So. Then she couldn't go, t^here was no use in asking him.
The other aembers of the family would have denied her, in
various tones and for various reasons. Claire's mother would
have given excellent reasons; she would have convinced Claire
that lo was the proper answer. For instance, Centerville Pav
ilion was not a highly respectable place. But there would be a
full moon that night. And the Pavilion crowds were none too
well behaved. But the music was wonderful, and there would be
a moon. There wmild be no delegated chaperone, and there would
be no one else there as youhg as Claire, Ah. yes, but Claire's
gang would be there; three other co^^les and Claire and Benny.
It was against family policy—Claire would give people an oppor
tunity to gossip about her—twenty miles is still a long ways to
go at night. And gossip can well pick out a brown-haired girl
in the moonlight. But she would go to the dance in a lovely
sedan. Pour sets of hips, if they be young ones, can be fitted
side by side in the front seat of a sedan, and four sets in the
back seat. Perhaps not for years would Claire's Benny have the
sedan again, with no one home at his house to ask questions.

The pines stBelled so like pine treea >t Centervllle, and there
would he a fall moon, fhese nere reasons enoagh.
feehnlcally, Claire told no lies and broke no promises.
She said good-night to the faially at nlne»thirty. Fifteen adnutes later she saw the light go off at Aunt Beulah's window.
She knew the habits of her atother and father well enough to be
sure they were still sitting on the front poroh. Pncle ferry's
light was on J he would read most of the night. Brother James
didn't eount. He wouldn't be home until midnight.
Claire put on her light coat and tucked it up around her
waist so that it wouldn't trip her. The new green dress, which
nearly touched the floor, itfie gathered up. In order to have
both hands free, she bent far over and gripped the hem in her
teeth. Then in the inky darkness just before moonrlse she step
ped out through her window to the rose arbor. Expertly from
there she reached the garden wall. From there she reached the
dog kennel, and so to the kitchen garden. Claire opened her
mouth, straightened up, and her dress fell back in lovely folds.
She straightened her eoat. Claire walked across the alley, and
through someone's driveway.
Three slim figures got out of the front seat of the parked
car. Ko one spoke as Claire joined them. They got into the
seat again, Claire with toem, all standing and leaning forward.
Then when the door was closed they sat down together, as neatly
as four dcaninoes on edge.
There was a full moon when they reached the pavilion. Therd
was even a chaperone for them, and Claire was a little bit glad.
One of the girls had been conservative! she had asked permission
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to come to the daice. Permission was given, and arrangements
ffl«de for a cliaperone.
Claire kept asking Benny what time it was, tout it was nice
dancing through the crowd, never doubt that. The lights were
dim, like candlelight, showing the toig, slow whirl of people.
Men with tanned faces and black clothes; women with white faces
and hands, and colored dresses; all seemed free and excited and
assured*
Claire's bunch reached the dance at eleven, so they must
stay until one o'clock. Claire kept asking Benny the time so
that she would know if it were one o'clock yet. For long per
iods she didn't even ask him; she just wondered, and thought
about her folks.
One o'clock came. Benny had trouble with the car, and when
he got it started the lights wouldn't turn on. It was moonlight
however, and the chaperone car drove in front to lig^t the way.
Then it was that Claire was most gay; then there were songs, and
screams, and laugliter, with the sedan windows open and a stiff
breeze blowing pine wind on them, lith no li^ts on the car,
they could see the moonlight, fhe chaperone car took a wrong
turn while they were still in the trees, That was all right
until the chaperone car tried to cross a culvert two feet wide
and two feet deep; and that culvert without planks to cover it.
It took them from one-thirty to three-thirty to get the
car out. That was the simple fact. Everyone helped, and every
one was cheerful. It was altogether pleasant out there, except
that it took two hours to get the car out. That got them back
to town at four o'clock. They saw a beautiful dawn, but they
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Imd b®«n out all night, and they didn*t get home until four
o'clock.
As they drove through the bright, deserted streets to take
Claire home, a weight of remorse grew in her. She decided never
to act again without full consent and advice. A conviction of
treason grew in her. She decided to look into their room and
see if her mother and father were all right. She decided to
help her mother more, and not to ask for new clothes for a year.
She decided to become quiet and refined, and to grow pale and
thoughtful.
Mr. Mansfield heard the ear drive up and stop at the house.
He got up and put on his dressing gown and slippers. Mrs. Mans
field followed him to the front door. She made him wait until
the oar had driven away before she let him go out on the porch.
These two had done no sleeping since two o'clock, when the mother
of one of tlMi girls telephoned them not to worry.
Claire's brother James heard the oar drive up. He looked
out of his window, heaved an angry sigh, and started taking his
clothes off to get some bit of sleep. James had been out since
two, driving to Centerville and back, looking down every embank
ment for a wrecked car full of boys and girls, and for a wrecked
chaperone car.
As Claire came up the walk and met her father out there in
front of the porch, James stuck his head out of his window. "If
that was me, Dad, you'd give me a thrashing," he bellowed. "I'd
like to get at her; I'd give her a lashing she'd never forget."
James's eyes snapped. "I'd beat some sense into her before she
does something worse ..." James withdrew his head. Long
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worry and loaa of sleep turned his righteous indignation into
sueh a savage mood that his hands trembled. Then he relaxed.
He dropped to his knees In front of the window to see what would
be done below. "Oh boy,® he breathed to himself fervently.
"1*11 be glad when she*s grown up safely and oarried so some
body, and off

hands

Claire*8 Aunt Beulah heard the ear that brought Claire back
Beulah sat upright in her bed, shivering though she wore a bath
robe. So she had sat slnoe three o*clock when Mr. lansfield had
prevailed upon her to go back to bed. Beulah slipped out of bed
and knelt at her window to see what would be done below. As she
had done so much since she passed thirty, she kept up an inter
nal conversation! a desperate, fervent conversation, in which
she both asked and answered herself.
"Oh, I'm glad she's back safe." Beulah caught her breath.
"Don't let them be mean to her now. She doesn't need punish
ment. Look, she's crying right now; she has punished herself
enough for anything." Aunt Beulah's face twisted as no one, not
any one, had ever seen it. "She's so little, and it's such a
nice morning. She's only sixteen years old. She's less than
half as old as I am."
Beulah searched her own conscience. "I should have told
them last night that I saw her on the garden wall. But I'm no
informer. This isn't

house. She isn't my daughter."

Beulah's teeth chattered from the breeze. "I envied her—that's
all. I wouldn't have spoiled it for her if I had known she was
sure to be killed in a wreck. I wish something like that had
h^pened to me. I wish I had gone to a dance, and got killed
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In a «;reok on the vay home; killed with a green dress on."
fhese thoughts were a flash in Beulah Mansfield's mind as she
Knelt at the window to see what would happen below*
Claire's mother saw her daughter coming up the walk, look
ing like a part of the dawn, fhen she saw that her daughter was
crying. She saw Claire's father advancing on the girl in uncer
tain anger. Mother and father had decided when they heard the
cars "Shall I spank herf" asked Mr. iansfleld. There was a
moment's hesitations

^Xes, yes, you must spank her."

How the woman saw her husband waver. She stepped out on
the porch as the two came Mck together. Claire was clinging to
her father. "Oh, I'm so sorry," she wailed. "I don't know why
I did it, hut I wanted so much to go." Claire rushed up the
steps and threw her thin arms around her mother's neck. "Oh,
Mamma," she wailed afresh. "Oh, Mamma."
Mrs. Mansfield stood firmly. She tilted a questioning brow
at her husband until that man had to raise his glance and see
it. Mr. Mansfield's ideas were in a tiamult. "I ought to spank
her," he told himself weakly. "I ought to . . . No telling what
she might d© next if we don't spank her this time." He looked
at his sobbing daughter. "She's getting pretty big to spank.
But she's not too big yet. Another week and she might be too
grown-up to spank, but not quite yet." Mr. Mansfield knew his
wife was looking at him. Slowly he brought his gaze upward to
her face. He saw that questioning eyebrow. He saw his daugh
ter's shoulders hunching up and down as she cried. Below her
coat he saw his daughter's long green dress (it nearly touched
the porch floor) hunching up and down. Mr* Mansfield looked at
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MB wife and shook his head sdserahly#

"Ho.*

Claire»a XSncle Terry had been watching the proceedings from
his window. He looked up at the shining dawn sky and wondered
what would be done. He looked into the rose garden, and along
the garden wall. There a sprmoe tree shaded it; a shred of
night seemed to hang on in the shadow. That was just beyond the
kennel, and ferry might have seen a shadow on that wall the
night before.
Uncle ferry heard Claire stop crying. He heard a seratch>
ing on the porch floor, and a rustling. Then slop, slop, slop,
slop} soiBieone was being spanked with a slipper. "Oh, I^ord,®
said Uncle Terry. "I wish I could ts^e a spanking and be forgiven. I wish I could get a spanking for ay mistakes. I wish
I could be even, and paid, and forgiven, and I could start over
again like new."
"Oh, Lord,** said James, "they're licking her. I hope it
doesn't hurt the kid."
"Why didn't I go down there where I could fight for her?"
wavered Aunt Beulah. "If they hurt that child . . . But I'd
have no business down there. I only stay here. This Isn't
really ay home .. .I'm only waiting ..."
"I hope she stops now. I hope she stops now," said Mr.
Mansfield over and over to himself.
"It must be four spanks," whispered Mrs. Mansfield desper
ately. "It must be four spanks—or she'll be miserable over
this for weeks. Now don't start to cry until she's out of
sight."
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Claip® stood up, her eyes sparkling with tears. "Go to
your room," said her mother. Claire went wearily toward the
stairs, **1*11 send some breakfast up to you."
In her room, Claire threw herself down on the bed. **1611,
I'm glad it's over. It was fun,* she said, doubtingly, "at
the dance."

« « «
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MO J NSJflR
"I like pigs," said Hendoraon. "I like them fine, aame as
I like a eat. They're a selfiah beast, and when a pig likes
you—that*a a real compliment."
"Who started him?" yelled Moany Duncan. "I can't bear one
of his stories tonight. They haunt me. This jail is bad enough
without Henderson talking nightmares."
"This ain't no story," said Henderson mildly, "This is
just about a pig of mine named Mo, He got to be terrible big.
He got to be as tall as th© kitchen table."
"There's no pig that tall • . .® loany stuttered. "Anyway,
how tall was the kitchen table . • . Anyway, what was he doing
in the kitchen?" Then he caught himself. "Comrades," he yelled
--he was always calling us Comrades; "lake him stop. Comrades.
I don't want to hear about it."
"He'll tell the story," said Bode Hammer from his cage
like cell above Henderson. "You might as well let him talk."
"Figs are a dirty, evil beast," wailed Moany. "They'll
eat their own children. They'll kill a man, and eat him, too,
if they get a chance."
"I know it," said Henderson. "This pig of mine's mother—
she helped kill old man Plouf ..."
Henderson was quiet all day, chewing tobacco, but at ni^t,
after the lights were out, he turned into a gabby old man. It
seemed to hurt him to keep his mouth shut. He looked like a
depraved famer, and a farmer looks out of place in a jail. The
stories he told made us all dream*-there was something big and
distorted, like a nightmare, in them—something swollen and

moaatrousi X was apt to rise up out of one of those dreams and
there I'd be, yelling in the middle of the night and trying to
get mj hard skull through the aide of my cage—-and the holes in
that steel lattice so small you couldn't stick a pigeon egg
throu^ them*
"How come you got in Jail anyway?" Moany asked him* '*You
don't act like you had brains enough to get in jail."
"I'm seriring a longer term that you are," boasted Hender
son. The sheriff put me here because Mike Munro told him to.
Hike was sweet on my oldest daughter Delilah because she eame
sixteen years old that year. Well, Mike used to laugh at that
pig Mo around the house—and not a friendly laugh, either. The
girls didn't like that, and Mo didn't like it, and I didn't like
it, so Delilah slapped his face and told him not to come courtIng again. So then Hike hated Mo, and Mo hated Mike. And Mo
saved my life, and the girls', and my wife's, and died a
martyr-like to save everybody. And here I am in jail, and Mike
married the youngest Flouf girl after all.
"Mo was a fine pig," he said thoughtfully, "even if his
mother did help kill old man Plouf. She was ready to have a
litter of pigs and she needed lime or something in her diet. I
mind the time before that she ate three chickens and a cat."
There was a long pause while Henderson got a grip on the
story. We listened like a bunch of scared rabbits, fascinated
by the fatalistio sadness in his voice. "I mind the night,
because our little Sarah was born then," he said. "I traded
a bull calf to Mrs. Plouf for this pig because she ate Mr.
Plouf, and she farrowed a litter of fourteen pigs, and Mo was
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one of them.
"Well, I was so wrought up with little Sarah being born
that same night that 1 wasn't out at the Imrn and the boar got
to the litter and ate five of the little boar pigs before I
drove him off with the a*."
"I told you they«d eat their own children," said Moany.
*So will a tomcat,® Henderson snapped. "So will any aalebeast with a spark of jealousy for the love of the female, I
ask you—what is the greatest sporting-animal of the world if
it isn't the pig, and spearing him in India and all. If you
don't believe that you can ask

wife because she married a

mm from Baltimore once and he used to spear boars in India
when he was there. He was a sailor, like, and died at sea from
eating blaek*eyed peas, and that must be twenty years ago
because I've had her for twenty years.
"Then during the night the old pig rolled on four more
little ones, and that left only five, and one of them a runt.
There's always a runt in a big litter. I mind our little Sarah
was a runt as long as she lived.
"So the girls named them five pigs that were left—lenie,
Meenie, Minie, Mo, and the runt was Catcha—and we made a pet
out of one of them, and that was Mo, and he was the same age as
Sarah. I mind our Sarah never had the ri^t diet, like Mo's
mother, but she never ate anybody. She never rightly developed
the bones in her legs. She was an awful bow-legged little tike,
and her legs kind of sprung when she walked.
"Before the little pigs got very old the old mother got
another mean streak and tried to eat Mo. I shut her in the
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root-cellar and sh© nearly tore It down trying to get out. She
couldn't tip over no cellar, though, nor she couldn't dig out,
and ah© nearly chewed a hole through the door with her tushes,
le watched her through the vent hole and she was so ugly we had
to keep her shut In there for a week, and when she came out she
would have killed me* So I killed her instead, and we ate her,
and it seemed to do Sarah good to eat meat. All the girla plcke<t
up on it.
"Well, Ho was a little sickly after his mother tried to eat
him, so I took him up to the house and put him in a box by the
stove. He was so sick he almost died, and when he was all limp
and loose and almost dead that way he made a fine doll for the
girls to play with. He must have weighed no more than five
pounds, and the girls all carried him around. lone of them ever
had a pig before and they petted him and loved him so much that
he didnH want to leave them, even when he got well.
"He was a nice clean young pig. People think of a dirty
animal when they think of pigs, but so would a person—a woman
even—get dirty if you put her in a little pen and fed her corn
tmtil she couldn't walk with the rolls of fat. Mo was a black
pig with a high forehead and purple eyes. Hone of those snubnosed Berkshires ever got on my farm, and I wouldn't have a blueeyed pig, nor one with a color tlmt would show the dirt. Mo had
a nose that was as long and tapering as a hound's, and there was
a neat pink snout on the end of it as big as a dollar watch. He

could wrinkle that nose and follow a trail as good as any dog
I ever knew. He could smell out those little girls and track
them down two hours a^ter they went. He could track me, too.
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svdti when I wore shoes.
"I didn't imve the heart to throw hi® out of the house
after he got older and started getting tall. I*d call him and
he*d come clipping up on his little trotters as quick and spry,
and the girls all started roaring when I»d sake to klek hia out
to the harn. He was as neat and clean in his hahits as any of
the girls, or as any dog or eat, and he didn't howl at night,
and he didn't catch "birds. The little girl Opal, next youngest
to the bahy she was then, she nade a bed for Mm back of the
stove with her, and they'd go and stand at the door when they
wanted to go out of a ni^t, and they'd root and talk around
outside as plain as a aagpie when they wanted to come back in.
®So Mike Munro used to come over and court

Delilah, and

he'd bring a bottle of his own stuff over for my wife and me, ami
after Delilah slapped his face for laughing at Mo, then he would
n't marry her. Some people think a pig is funny, just because
he's a pig. Mo had better sense.
"The little girls used to ride hla, and I mind one day
Fidelia got on his back and scooted along with her feet on the
ground on each side of hia. Well, he ran between an older girl'f
feet and her dress caught on the hump of his shoulders. Fidelia
was shoved off at the back and the older girl—it was Pearl—had
to run for her life to keep from falling. Finally she jumped
into the air and tried to come down on top and flatten Mm, but
he jumped clear and left her sitting hard on the ground. I sweai
he laughed at her when he looked back at her there.
®He did that once to my wife when he was full grown, and sh«
nearly tanned the Mde off him with the churn stick.
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"I mind one time he lost the curl In his tall. The littl
est girl—little Sarah it was then—the same age as Mo, got
laid on hy a coir and died, Ihe curl went out of his tail for
two weeks and we couldn't hardly forget about poor little Sarah
until Mo got to feeling better. There was ten girls left then,
and there's been two more since. It»s a dreadful thing to be
the father of twelve girls and be in jail, but I've got aqr heart
set on a boy for to carry on say name,
"Twelve girls is a naturally funny thing too, like pigs,
but I don't mean it as a joke. It'll be no joke when all those
girls get grown up and swanrdng all over the place looking for
husbands.
"Well, anyway, when Mo got nearer to being growi up I could
see the rasorback showing up in him. I knew his mother was part
razor. Mo got taller and longer-legged than any pig on the place
"He was a fine fishing-pig. He'd wi|llow down in the mud
beside the creek and I'd sit on him and fish, said when I didn't
feel like digging worms and couldn't talk any of the girls into
doing it. Mo would dig worms for me. He didn't care for worms
himself, and probably didn't know what he was doing for me, but
I'd take him out to the potato patch and turn him loose on a row
for a bit, and he'd turn over enough ground for a can of worms
in short order. I used to plant a few extra potatoes evei^ year
if I thought of it.
"He was an expert at digging potatoes. I got the idea that
fall of having him dig the liaole crop, and I worked all one
morning making a thing to tie over his jaws so he couldn't eat
all he dug. I could get only one kind of leather that was strong
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enough to hold his jaws, and that vas pig skin like they make
footballs of.
"Well, I had a fin® chunk of uncurad pig akin from a side
of haeon, and I made a muzsla sort of thing and put it on Mo and
turned him into the patch. Be sat around and tried to work the
thing off with his feet, hut I had it so snug against his snoutri» that he quit trying finally. He dug up one hill of potatoes
as slick as a whistle and I thought ay troubles were over, fhe
little girls were right there and picked them up as fast as he
dug thea out, hut after one hill he wouldn't dig any aore. He
followed the girls around and all he»d do was squeal and look
at the potatoes in their pail.
^Another fine thing about Mo—he loved to eat snakes.
Living in a country where there's rattlers, like w® do, there's
no telling how many of the girls we might have lost if it hadn't
been for Mo. He didn't have to be taught that—he just hunted
doma all the snakes for half a mile around the house, and not
a one of the girls ever died from snake-bite, and neither did I.
"Mo used to follow me all over the country. He'd light out
and leave the girls as soon as he saw me starting from the stoop,
and he'd follow me if I'd be gone clean up till mealtime. So
much exercise kept him from getting fat and lasy, and he was as
strong as an ox. The only time he wasn't any good was in the
winter when the snow was deep and crusted. Almost everything
else could get around by walking easy and flat-footed, but when
Mo got out on the crust he couldn't go. It was like trying to
walk around on little sticks. He'd high-center himself right
away and just lay there and yell. Many is the time the girls
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had to run out In the snow and get him and haul hla back upside
down, and them without shoes*
"Bis chief pleasure was being scratched. The girls would
take hlxn out to the woodpile and chop off pieces of kindling and
scratch him all over, and he*d lay there and groan with pleasure
"le had a cat that lived with us too, and it used to sleep
next to the pig to Keep warm. It used to grab up at the little
girls' dresses and scratch to sharpen its claws and the little
girls were always slapping it down and yelling blue biases where
it scratched their legs, fhe cat liked Mo to scratch on, and I
saw it follow along with him one day, walking on Its hind legs,
foot over foot, scratching and sharpening its front claws
against his sides, and Mo just grunting with pleasure.
"Having a good pig on the stoop warm days that winter was
handy and a pleasure. Delilah, the oldest girl, was sick in
bed with pellagra, and she was bellering all the time that she
wanted some meat to eat. She said there wasn*t any lime in her
diet. Well, she was always yelling for meat, so we left her
alone whenever we could and went out on the stoop where we did
n't have to hear her. If I got there ahead of my wife I got to
sit on the pig. I noticed that he was always stretched out in
the best spot of sun. He was the best thing to sit on I ever
tried—warm and soft, and yet steady. He didn't seem to mind
if we sat on him.
"And then come spring and Mo saved my life. I thought I»d
take nqy gun and see if I couldn't kill somothlng for meat. My
wife was fixing to make me a father again, and both she and
Delilah were yelling for something meat to eat. I figure they
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needed lime.
"I went out in the hills, and I had nqr rifle, and I saw
what I thought was an antelope. I swear it looked like an an
telope, except I never saw one before except in a picture, and
I should have known that I couldn't get so close to one of those •
I made Mo stay home that morning because I wanted to hunt antel
ope, and he wasn't half fast enough to catch thea. I sneaked
up this draw back of Mike lunro's pasture and there was a bunch
of cattle quite a ways off, but then I thought aaybe antelope
might graee with cattle sometimes.
"I sneaked up this draw, and there was this thing and I
coaldnH see it very well because aiy wife had cut the brim off
ffiy hat to patch aiy underdrawers with, and the sun got in ay eyes,
fhis thing was close enough, but it was partly behind a pile of
timbers from Munro's old fence that was torn down. It was partly
behind this pile and I couldn't see if it had horns or was a doe
antelope, but it was a good mile from Munro's farm buildings,
and I fired wafnaj, and down it went.
"I went up the draw and came around where I could see what
it was I'd killed, and it was a bull calf with a brand on it as
big as a sign-board. Well, it was nearly dinner-time, so I left
the thing there, and I didn't get around to go back after it that
afternoon. I figured that if it belonged to anyone they would
come asking about who shot it, and if nobody asked, then it was
probably a stray that got branded by mistake.
"Nobody came, so the next morning I went out almost before
breakfast and skinned out a hind-quarter and brought it home and
dressed it down into steaks and roasts. I noticed that the hide

was all full of gashes» so I didnH skin out the whole anlBoil,
was standing over the kitchen table cutting up meat for
all I was worth, and the kids were standing around yelling, and
Mo was yelling, and my wife was getting some of the meat fried
to xoake everybody shut up, when a guy rode into the yard as hard
as he could belt.
"It was Mike Munro, and I stuck the meat down under the
kitchen bed where Delilah was. Mike came tearing in and wanted
to know if we had cut a quarter off a certain calf on the old
Cnden place. I couldn«t remember for a bit.
"The girls all hid when Mike came in—all but Delilah. Mo
nearly threw her out of bed, trying to get at the meat down
there. He streaked for the door with a steak in his mouth, and
I let him go.
"Mike was all excited. He said he had punched that dead
calf full of holes and put strychnine crystals in to kill coyotes
He said as long as the calf was dead he might as well poison
coyotes with it, and now he was afraid some htman would try to
eat that hind quarter.
*It scared me all right. Right then I wouldn't have eaten
any of that meat. I was trying to reia^mber if that calf I found
had been on the old Dnden place, but I couldn't think just who
owned that land. I told Mike there was a sheepherder living over
that way, and he might have taken some meat. He looked at the
steaks frying on the stove, but said maybe he'd better go over
and see anyway.
I got the rest of the meat out from under the bed then, and
they were fine looking cuts of veal. We would have thrown them
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away anyway, no matter how th® kids howled, and even Delilah
forgetting herself and howling for Mike to come back, and for
meat, or something with lime in it, or something,
"Mo saved ua, and he gave his life to do it. We heard him
squealing and yelling, and 1 made

wife keep the girls all

inside while I watched him die of strychnine poisoning, fhere
wasn't any mistake about it being strychnine that was doubling
hira up, and he died,
*Th&t proved It was the Unden place where I found the dead
calf.
"le threw the meat all away, and we didn't even dare eat
Mo, le wouldn't have anyway, I don't think, fhe girls couldn^t
have eaten their friend Mo—except Delilah, She still said she
wanted some red meat,"
Old Henderson's voice tapered off into silence. The Jail
was completely dark and quiet for a time, "That still doesn't
explain why you're here in jail," said Moany Duncan,
'fell, we lived on antelope the rest of that susiraer,® said
Henderson.

« ® «•
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THl HXENA LAUGHED
Mary said a very short goodnight to Alfred. She went into
the house and left him standing on the porch. She found her
father*s easy chair in the dark and flopped into it* This was
indeed a fine ending for Circus Day. First she had turned down
a chance to go to the lake because she wanted to he in town for
the circus* Then her Aunt Agiies had wanted to taMe her in the
afternoon, hut she passed that up because she had this date with
Alfred Beasle for the evening.
"Is that you back, Mary?" her mother called sleepily from
upstairs. "Did you like the circus?

Did Alfred like it?*

"We didnH go," growled Mary. "We went to a movie."
"Didn»t you tell him you wanted to go?" her mother asked.
"He didnH ask me. He said we were too grown up for a
circus.®
There was a preliminary rumbling from Mary*s father up
stairs. "Time to go to sleep now, folks," he mumbled sleepily.
"Hook the screen, Mary, and leave the doors open so it'll be
cool." Bis voice died away.
Mary sat in the dark and brooded a long time. Alfred Bea8l« ,
she decided, was a jackass—and not even a good Jackass, because
he didn't know how to laugh, or play, or have a good time. She
got up and felt her way out to the kitchen. She snapped on the
light and opened the refrigerator to see what she could find
to eat.
There was some fine cold meat-loaf left over from supper,
and a big bunch of celery. She was standing there crunching
celery so loudly that she didn't hear what came up on the back
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poroh. Sh« saw something move outside the screen door, and
stopped the movement of her jaws to listen. She heard a lusty
scratching and a hungry-sounding whine. Dialy through the
screen she could see what appeared to be a large spotted dog.
Its ears stuck out like half-moons from each side of its broad
face. It had tall, heavy shoulders, a broad chest, wide-set
front feet, and it tapered down to small hind quarters. Those
hind quarters were waving back and forth in such a friendly
wag that she spoke. "Eello doggy, are you hungry?®
fhe animal wagged feverishly and dipped its big ears and
raised them again in a most amiable manner. Mary stepped over
and unhooked the screen, fhe animal pulled the door open with
its claws, slipped inside, and looked up expectantly into her
face. She held out the bit of meat-loaf in her fingers and the
animal gulped it so quickly it alaiost took part of her fingers.
Mary stepped back apprehensively, fhe animal's head reached up
almost half as tall as she was, while its rear half sloped
sharply down to dog-size. It was yellowish-tan in color, with
dark spots.
fhe noise of running steps sounded from outside and two
pairs of feet landed on the porch at the same time. One pair
belonged to a tall, gaunt man—a perfect stranger to Mary. She
greeted the owner of the other pair somewhat shortly even though
she was relieved to see him. "Hello, Jack," she said. "I did
n't know you were T»ck from school."
The strange amn opened the screen door and came inside with-out being asked. "Hey," he yelled, and advanced on the big
animal.
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"Wimt are you doing with that hyena in the house?" Jack
asked accusingly*
"Hyena—f* Mary jumped back,

®-«laughing hyena?"

"Yes ma'am," said the stranger, slipping a collar around the
neck of the animal and drawing it tight. "But it ain»t Iwirdly a
laughing matter to have him loose in your kitchen."
"I saw him come in here," said Jack. He turned to the
stranger. "If he's your animal why do you let him run around
loose?"
"Look," said the man, "his neck is bigger around than his
head and you can*t hardly keep a collar on him if he wants to
slip it off. I was taking him for a walk before the train loft.
He has to have some exercise. He has to stand in a little cage
all day and let folks look at him,"
"Is he from the circus?" Mary asked,
"He's from Africa, Miss," said the aan. "Just now he happens
to be traveling with the circus, yes,"
"Well, get him out of here if he's dangerous," said Jack,
"Oh he ain't so dangerous as that," said the man, "only you
shouldn't ought to feed him by hand that way. He can hardly tell
where the eats leave off and the hand begins, that way. You
ought to give him something on a plate on the f loor. He's hun
gry, that's all,"
"I suppose I could give him the rest of the meat-loaf,"
said Mary,
The man looked at it hungrily. "Oh, that's too good for
him. You can just give him anything."
"There's nothing much else in the ice box but some cold
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pot&toea," said Mary, peering Inside.
"He'd like them fine," said the man. *It'd be a shame to
waste that fine meat-loaf on him when he*d like potatoes Just
as gaod." He looked hopefully at Mary and Jack and waited for
them to make a siiggestion. "Humans sure like meat-loaf,
though," he added*
Mary held out the platter to him. ^Would you like somet"
"Thanks," he said, and took off a large slab In his fingers
"Will you have some. Jack," Mary asked.
"Ho Thanks^? said Jack. "I*ve got to be going home."
The hyena was gobbling the potatoes from a dish on the
floor. He seemed to toss them back into his throat and swallow
them whole.
•Ain»t you hungry, boy?" the man asked. "It's awfully good
meat-loaf."
"Ho thanks," said Jack• "I'm seldom hungry."
The night was suddenly torn asunder by a hideous, long
yelping laugh. Mary's skin crawled and sprouted gooseflesh at
the sound. It was the hyena thiit laughed. It took one look at
her and Jack and laughed one hideous peal of lau^ter and then
stopped.
"What's that?" A voice from upstairs broke into the dead
silence that followed. It was Mary's father wakened again.
"Who's that laughing?

Was that Alfred? It's time for Alfred

to go home."
Jack doubled over with silent laughter. Mary worked hard
to control herself. It was a comical situation, and yet very
humiliating. The stranger looked startled. "Who was that?" he
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whlspered.

®Hcm (lid he know

name was Alfredt"

"It l8n*t you,® said Jack, still struggling with his laugh
ter. "That's Mary's father, upstairs. He thinks that laugh
came from the jackass Mary went out with tonight—Alfred Beasle,®
®He isn*t a jackass," said Mary indignantly. The hyena
lifted its head for another laugh but Alfred, the trainer, cuffed
it sharply. "Anyway, Jack, what were you doing, hanging around
our back yard tonight?*
wasn't," said Jack, "I was in my own back yard. I saw
this hyena come up on the porch, and I saw you were nutty enough
to let it in the house. I knew soa^one would have to tell you
it wasn't a dog."
"Now what's the iMitter with you two kids," said Alfred the
trainer. "Xou sound mad. Don't you like each othert"
"Ko, we don't," snapped Mary.
Another hideous peal of laughter rang through the house
before Alfred oould throttle the hyena.
"Mary," groaned her father from the darkness upstairs,
"can't you and Alfred be a little more quiet?

Better say good

night now and com to bed."
"Yes, Dad," said Maify. She turned and opened the screen,
but Jack, the hyena, wasn't ready to go. He strained at
leashf his toenails slipping and slithering on the kitchen lino
leum. He circled around her and Jack and tangled them in the
leash.
"He wants you should come along," said Alfred. "He's very
sentimental. You two might walk down to the tracks with us.
Lots of folks like to come down and watch the circus load out."
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"Sur®, that would to® fun,® said Jack.
Mary?

"Do you want to com®,

1*11 bring you toaok—if you can trust yours®lf out with me
"Anything to get you out of the house," she said.

want any more noise here,
ly happened.

"I don't

I wouldn't want Bad to know what real

He'd think I didn't have a lick of sense."

Alfred looked at them gloomily as they set out down the
street.

"What's the matter with you two young 'uns, anywayt" he

asked*
"Oh, we've lived next door to each other all our lives,"
said Mary.

"Jack is too conceited for anyone to like him."

•l am not conceited," snapped Jack.
like her,

"It's her fault I don't

I've seen the way she's been brought up.

She's just

a spoiled brat,"
fhe hyena was pacing along quietly beside its trainer.

Jack

walked next to it and Alfredj Mary walked on the other side.

It

looked up at the three as they spoke, and seemed to be listening
to them and following the conversation.
"Jack spent his boyhood Baking my life miserable," said Mary
"He used to bring snakes over and scare me with them."
"Only once," said Jack.

"I brought it to you as a present—

I thought you'd like to have it."
"He used to laugh at every boy I went out with," said Mary.
"He amde me so self-conscious I hardly had any fun at all when
I was a little girl."
"She went out with such sappy boys," Jack explained to Al
fred.

"But I was the goat often enough.

Her mother and mine

used to get together and plan, and then I'd have to take her to
a party or something."
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"Well, I n«v«r enjoyed myself," said Mary, "if that's any
satlafactlon to you."
"Now, now," aald Alfred.

He glanced at Mary.

"I shouldn*t

think that would be so had—to take her to a party.

She's a

mighty nice-looking girl, I'd say."
"Xou should have eeen her then," said Jack.

"All arms and

legs, and her teeth in wires, and her elbows sticking out so
she knocked over all the furniture."
"And you with your stockings always coalng down," said Mary
bitterly, "and your hair in a pompadour that was always hanging
down in your face, and your hands always covered with warts,
and frogs in your pockets."
"But you ain't like that now," said Alfred.

"You're mighty

nice-looking kids now, both of you, and you ought to be friends
now."
"lever," said Mary.
"lever," echoed Jack.
The quiet of the tree-lined street was horribly broken, and
again Max^'s flesh crawled.

The hyena had reared back its head

and laughed its ear-splitting, maniac laugh.
the leash sharply.

"Jack," he said.

"Jack—?" aald Mary.

The trainer Jerked

"Cut out that laughing,"

"Is the hyena's name Jack?" She

broke the quiet of the night with her own laughter.

She kept it

up until the human Jack was distinctly annoyed.
"At least its name isn't Alfred Beasle," he said in a nasty
tone.
They arrived at the railway aiding where the circus wagons
were being pulled up an incline by a long cable, which snaked
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th&m one by one along th& string of flat-cars toward the head of

the train.

A tall pipe spouted up froai a tank of cheaiicals, and

froai the top of this a long flame spouted, illuminating the scene
with a wavy, yellow light.

They walked around the edge of the

lighted area, watching the roustabouts working and the wagons
rumbling by up on the cars.

Mary almost collided with a huge,

dim shape that was patiently stowing hay into itself,
"Look out," said Alfred.

®you almost ran into the elephant.

"Oh, I*m sorry," said Mary.

She peered around her.

*How

i^ny elephants do you have?®
*Only one," said Alfred gloomily.
"This must be sort of a small circus, to have only one ele
phant ."
"Sever you mind, young lady," said an edgy voice from some
where close,

»We may have only one elephant, but ahe*s the smart

eat trained elephant in captivity.

Aren't you, Mary?" Ihe ele

phant squealed briefly and went on eating,
"Is the elephant»s name Maryt" Jack asked coolly.
ed at the human Mary, but he didn't laugh.

He glanc

He only smiled.

And

Mary ground her teeth.
"This here," said Alfred, the trainer, "is Madame Prances,
my wife.

She takes care of the elephant,"

As though calling her name had brought her into existence,
a small grey shape materialized beside the elephant's head,
d' y* do," she said.

"How

"This circus may be small, but naturally we

don't like to hear nobody making little of it." She turned to
Alfred.

"Did you get anything to eat?" she asked,

"These here folks fixed us up a little," said Alfred,

"They
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gave Jack hero a dish of potatoes, and I bad some swell meatloaf."
"I wish I had some meat-loaf," said Madame Frances,

"le

didn't have much of a crowd today," she apologized, "and it took
aiost of the money to pay the feed bills for the animals, so we
didnH have much to eat tonl^t.

But we're hoping for a big

crowd at Rock City tomorrow."
"I hope you have one," said Mary earnestly.
Madi^e Prances peered more closely*
and sister," she decided.

"You two ain't brother

"Sweethearts, I suppose."

"So," they both shouted.

"We hate each other."

Jack, the hyena, lifted his snout to the dark heavens and
again split the night with his demon laugh, freezing everyone
in sight motionless.
Madame Frances was the first to recover.
against the elephant's trunk and embraced it.
afraid| Mary," she soothed.

She threw herself
"Don't you be

"Tl3«t's just old Jack, having his

laugh," The elephant,^whlch had ahown signs of wanting to run
screaming into the night, quieted down.

The roustabouts recov

ered, as if from a momentary dream, and started moving again.
The yowling and roaring and thn'splng that broke out in the mov
ing circus wagons electrified Alfred into action.
"The cats," he yelled.
they're kind of hungry.

"They're all wrought up because

They'll bung themselves up against the

cages, ^e got to quiet 'em."

He threw the hyena's leash to

Jack and ran off down the train.

"You two hold the hyena," he

shouted back, "and quit talking like fools so he'll quit
laughing at you."
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Tlie nagon rumbling past above them on the cars was positive
ly swaying with the violence of its occupants.

The cable pulled

it steadily along, but somehow it missed the iron plates that
should have carried it across the space between cars.

It lurch

ed forward and down; the folding side of it wrenched loose and
fell, exposing the barred sides of the cages.
The hyena took a frightened run arotmd Jack and Mary and
wrapped them tight together in the leash.

It leaned heavily

against the backs of their legs, as if to gain courage.
eyes gleamed out between the bars,

Large

"It's tigers,® Miry shivered.

Alfred came running back and Jumped up on the ear.

All

might have been well except that the cable started to pull again
and the wagon lurched as though about to fall to ttie ground,
"Stop that cable," someone yelled.
A tremendous yowling from the end cage penetrated above all
other sounds.

"It*s poor old fabby,® called Alfred.

afraid for her kitten.

®She»s

1*11 have to let her out." He wrenched

the cage door open and Jumped to the ground.

A beautiful head

appeared—the head of a tremendous tiger, and dangling from her
jaws by the nape of its neck was a tiger kitten as large as a
full-growa oat.
down at him.

"Here Tabby," Alfred called, and Tabby looked

With a single flowing motion, as though she were

sliding through the air. Tabby came down to the ground and lean
ed against his legs.
The elephant remembered something from the Jungle past and
swung over sideways, away from the tiger.

She shoved her huge

ribs directly against Hafy and Jack and the hyena, and they
went down in a tangle.

She shuffled farther and Mary looked up,
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and there was a treaendous foot directly above her face.
"Careful, Maryj stop," came a aiaarp command, and the ele
phant's foot stayed right there in the air.

Jack managed to get

a hand free and shoved that huge foot away and slowly it was put
down to the ground.

Then slowly and delicately the huge beaat

stepped on over them and stood quietly behind thea as they strug
gled to their feet.
Come over here, Mary,® came that sharp coinsiand again*
Madame Frances grasped the anlaaal by the tag-end of a tremendous
ear and led it to the railroad car.

She crawled up and slapped

her band against the side of tl^ circus wagon,
commanded,

^Head," she

*Pu8h here,"

fhe elephant put her tall brow against that spot and shoved.
The wagon groaned and moved,

"If i could get up there and help,"

Alfred stouted distractedly,

"Here, you kids, stand beside this

tiger for a minute.
someone.

She's just scared and needs to be near

She won't hurt you," He led the tiger over to them,

standing huddled together, but the hyena didn't like the new
arrival,

He leaned against the backs of their legs until the

tiger swung around and leaned against the fronts of them, then
h© struggled a moment with the leash that still Lied them to
gether, slipped his head from the collar and trotted off into
the blackness of the night,
Jack wanted to shout at Alfred—to tell him the hyena was
gone, but he didn't like to disturb the tigress by the sound of
his voice.

She leaned heavily against them, warm and smooth

against their legs,

Mary clung to Jack and Jack clung to Mary

and they looked down at the huge striped beast,

A ripple of
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musclea ran along under ita hide and Wary*8 grip on Jack tight
ened,

The tigress loolced ap at them amiably,

fhe cub vas hang

ing, curled up as though asleep, but Mary saw that Its eyes were
closed because the skin was pulled back from its face so tight
that It couldn't veil open them.

It looked most uncomfortable,

but grimly patient*
The roustabouts were all at work nov, and the elephant «as
shoving, and soon the wagon was back on its track again.

Alfred

looked around for the tigress and held the door of her cage
open.

"Come on, Tabby," he called.
fabby flowed forward two steps and then took off from the

earth and seemed to float up and Into the door of her cage,
barely touching the edge of the flatoar as she went past It.
She turned around and dropped the cub in the straw. Alfred swun^;
the folding side of tpe wagon up and fastened it.

The last Jack

and Mary saw inside there was the eyes of fabby, glowing out at
them.

Somehow that glow seemed much warmer than when they first

saw it.
Alfred jumped down.
asked.

"Where's that miserable hyena?" he

"He started all this.

Or rather, you kids started It—

talking like that, so he had to laugh at you."
Jack waved the leash with the empty collar.
left," he said.

"The hyena

"I guess he didn't like the tiger." He unwound

the leash and separated himself from Mary, but he stepped back
to her side and she clutched his arm,
Alfred whistled and whistled and whistled, but no hyena
answered him.

A locomotive hooted in the darkness. "We'll

never get him back tonight," said Alfred, "and now it's time for

th® train to leav®.

He*a probably gon® back to your house for

some more of that meat-loaf,®
®Maybe we ought to go home," iary quavered.

"What would

my father think?*
"You'll find the hyena there," said Madame Francos dryly,
"if I know anything about meat-loaf,
kids do,"
phant,

I'll tell you what you

She came over to them, followed closely by the ele

"Tou take the leash home with you and catch him, and

keep him tonight, and then tomorrow ^ump in a car and drive over
to Rock City and bring him with you. Will you do that?"
"Tes," said Mary and Jack together,
"Just let him sleep in the room with one of you, so he won''
get lonesome and howl all night."
"Yea," they said.
The locoaotiv® hooted again,
said Madame Prances,

"fime to load the elephant,"

"We'll see you tomorrow.

We'll let you

see the circus free." She and the elephant faded off into the
night along the railway cars, loaded now with lines of wagons.
The flare at the loading platform was turned out.

Mary and lack

turned and stumbled away through the darifc, still clinging to eac
other•
"I guess we'd better not fi^t so much," said Jack unstead
ily.

"The hyena doesn't like it,

really.

I really do like you a lot,

It sort of wakes a difference, now that we've got

responsibilities,"
"Yes," said Mary,

"I really like you a lot too.

I'e'll

never fight again anymore."
far in tlw distance the voice of the hyena echoed along the
atgftfttjL, laughing again, bu|
happily.
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MICE

There were some pretty awful things going on down in the
basement of the laboratory buildingj you could tell that the
lEinute

you went down into the place.

rat-room.

It was what we called the

It smelled to high heaven^ of course, and there was

the gusty, whispering sound of hundreds of rats scurrying over
the wire netting of their cages,

That sound swelled up, then

died away, two or three tiaies a minute all day and all night as
waves of excitement swept over the rat population.
It was a big place.
dark-rooms.

Off in one corner there were some

There were rats in there that had been born and

raised for generations in complete darkness.
out of there.

Bo sounds came

In anotfc»r dark-room there was a collection of

old wooden beams and timbers, sawed in half to expose their
colonies of termites.

Doctor Ludwig was doing the termite

problem.
Along the side of the room was a tier of cages that were
draped with heavy red curtains.
room and watched me working.

Ludwig came out of his termite

"Let's go over and look at the

waitsing mice," he whispered.
I didn't realiae he had been forbidden to look at them.
There was no sound from the cages when he pulled back the
curtain.

The light was dim.

tiny faces peering out at me.

I looked in and presently saw two
They were amaaingly intelligent-

looking little chaps, with curious flaring ears, and their brown
eyes too big for the rest of them.
Ludwig.

"Watch 'em go now," said

He switched on an electric light in front of the cages.

Immediately a look of frantic intoxloation came into the faces
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of th® mice*
sitters.

They reared hack and whirled around on their little

They jumped up with another turn of their bodies and

stood on their hind legs.

They whirled around, running a little

at first, on tiaeir hind legs only, then began whirling so fast
they seemed to be spinning on the toes of one hind foot.
"Watch »em go," whispered the fascinated Doctor Ludwig.
*I like that first spin.®
Presently the mice grew weary and slowed down, and now they
mi#it be said to waltjs.
for they were very tired,
wig.

It was actually a kind of staggering,
"fhey oan*t take it today," said Lud-

"The other day they waltsed around like a bunch of drunks

for nearly an hour."
said an indignant voiee behind us.
and Ludwig let the curtains fall into place.

We whirled around
I heard the tiny

sounds of the mice falling to the floor of the cage, released
from thsir dance by the darkness.
to leave those mice alone."

"I've told you. Doctor Ludwig,

It was Doctor lillie Cowper stand

ing there, like an avenging mouse himself.
"You @0 to hell," said Ludwig.
"levertheless," said Doctor Willie, "you leave those mice
alone or 1*11 report you to the head of the research department.
Tou act like an undergraduate." He walked past Ludwig and snap
ped the light out, then turned without another word and went up
the stairs leading to the offices.

He called back to me,"Doctor

Joseph, will you drop in and ^ve me some blood this afternoonf*
He slammed the door.
"Blood," shuddered Ludwig.

"Every afternoon he chases

everybody out of the building trying to tidce blood from them.
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Why doessH h© make th®m get Mm a horse for blood? The little
squirt."
It was too bad those two dldn»t get along with each otherj
they could have done wonders of research together,

fhey were

both young and rather saiall, but whereas Ludwlg had gone in for
boxing In his undergraduate days.

Doctor Willie had won the

Zelgler poetry award; and whereas Ludwlg was as homely as sin.
Doctor Willie was what alght be called handsome. In a slight,
trla sort of way.

Both were sBiart«»far, far more brilliant than

you could have any Idea to look at thea.
ive as the devil.

Ludwlg was as Invent

Ee was a wlsard with a camera, and was aaaklng

remarkable use of the movie camera In research.

Willie was the

more methodical technician, and most skillful In dinky things.
He insisted on tampering with dangerous stuff, such as leprosy
and bubonic plague.
I gave Doctor Willie ten oc*s of blood that afternoon out
of my arm, and helped him take another ten out of Ms own.
next afternoon he came down and wanted some more.
lot

for serum for his plague germs.

any more of mine.

The

He needed a

I didn't want to give

I*d given Mm thirty cc's In the pest week,

and had helped him take that muchiJNHD Mmself.

X was afraid

I<d lose my sumner ten, and he was getting a bit wMte too.

I

asked Doctor Ludwlg to give him some.
*1 won't," Ludwlg said.

"Make 'em buy you an animal."

"Ludwlg is afraid of the needle," Doctor Willie said
scornfully.
Ludwlg came over and stood very close in front of him.
held Ms fist right under Doctor Willie's nose.

He

"I'm afraid of
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nothing connected with you," he said.

"Would you like to have

me give you a lickingt"
"That would be a very scientific bit of proof," snorted
lillie,

"But I still need some blood."

"There's that old spotted-fever-problem sheep," Ludwig
suggested.

"Why don't you bleed her?

They Just use her as a

host for ticks."
Willie looked at Ludwig and then at me, and grinned.

"Of

course," he said. That was Ludwig's chief virtue—he had coaaaon
sense.

He thought of the obvious and ingenious things when no

one else had an idea.
Sow in order to take blood and have it anywhere near clean
you've got to get down to bare skin, and you've got to wash that
skin with alcohol, and you've got to find an artery that you can
hit with the needle or you'd be pulling all day for your ten cc*
And the trouble with a sheep is that they haven't much bare skin
Willie sized up the situation and saw that the sheep's ear was
the only place to work on.

So we got the sheep down, there in

its pen, and went to work shaving and cleaning up the ear.
The sheep didn't like it, and wiggled her head around as
much as she could.

By the time we had spent half an hour trying

to hold her head still so we could hit the artery with the needl
we were about ready to go nuts.

She kept on struggling and

jerking her head until our patience was all gone.
There was an old operating chair in one end of the basement
rat-room and Ludwig suggested using that.

"Why don't you put

her in the chair and strap her head downt" he asked.
Doctor Willie looked at him in exasperation.

"You can carr
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h®r over there If you want to,* he said.
"Lead her over,® said Ludwlg,

"She's alive with ticka H
»

"She's still ahle to walk if

you let her up.*
7he Idea was simple and reasonable and plain common sense,
so we led her over, tipped the back of the chair down, and got
the straps ready*

Ludwlg and I got the sheep by the legs and

stretched her out, and Willie strapped her down and buckled her
head securely to the head-rest.

Our patient couldn't move, and

we soon had our blood,
next afternoon Willie Innoculated a healthy rat and a
healthy rabbit with some sort of bubonic plague mess and it took
them rather badly.

When the rat was only three hours into the

sickness it began to act as though it had caught the waltzing
sickness from the mice.

It tried to bat its way out of its

cage, and when that didn't work it tried to run away from itself
by going around In tight circles inside its cage.

The circles

got smaller until it was standing upright on its hind feet,
whirling like a gimlet.
The rabbit was worse.

It found a terrible strength some*

where in its affliction and tore the netting loose on the front
of its cage.

A rabbit does have long teeth, you know.

It got

half out of the cage before we got to it with clubs and killed
it. We had a bad moment,

I would rather be in a room with a

dozen mad dogs than with that plague-stricken rabbit.

Science

can save a man from rabies, but not from bubonic plague,
«e put the dead rabbit and rat into the electric inciner
ator and burned them completely,

TKlllle sprayed the cages with

the strongest disinfectant in the laboratory in case there might
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have b©@n fleas op lice on the animals.
danger.

That was the greatest

That was how the ancient black plagues were spread.

Doctor Ludwig saw the battle with the rabbit and was glad
to take no part in it.

He was spending the nights as well as

the days in the lab just then, taking movies of the work of his
termites.

He had a cot rigged up, and every hour during the

night an alarm clock brought him staggering up to go into the
dark-room and snap another picture.
Doctor Willie and I brought cots and Joined him the follow
ing night.

I had several thousand slides to examine under the

microscope and Willie was helping with that.

In exchange I was

helping him with the obstreperous rats and rabbits. We took
turn about? sleeping, and watching the cages between looks at
the microscope.

Ludwig was up and down every hour, and once

while I was watching I heard him go over to the back wall and
give the waltzing mice a few whirls under the electric light,
Willie was supposed to be sound asleep, but the tiny whis
pering sound made by the feet of those whirling mice somehow got
into his mind and he woke in a rage.

Just then a rat over on

the other wall got up on its hind legs in its cage and danced.
I did my duty—noted the time it started to whirl, and when it
dropped over.

A rabbit started rampaging then, and i^owed signs

of wanting to run in circles.

"I'd like to see one of those

waitsing mice with a shot of plague juice," said Ludwig,

®I»11

bet he»d whirl so fast he'd bore a hole through the bottom of
his cage."
Willie came over, boiling nmd.
from those mice. Doctor Ludwig.

"I wish you'd keep away

I've been wanting to Innoculate
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som® with plagtt®, hut you keep them so worn out the experiment
wouldn't be satlafaotory."
Ludwig started to get his temper up, but paused midway and
beamed with an idea.

"Look," he said excitedly.

"You know that

movie short they made of a mongoose fighting a cobra? The guy
who took that sold it for a lot of money•

You know," he said,

looking around at the cages, "if we could rig up soffi® sort of a
fight like that—if we could match one of those wild rabbits
against a hound--! could take a movie of it and we'd sell it sur<i

n

"I do not approve of cruelty," said Willie, stalking off—
lillle, who was killing animals right and left with plague.

He

didn't approve of cruelty—and it was true too—in his way.
The next night Willie and I were both gone from seven until
ten.

Ludwig promised to make notes of any of the animals that

died. Willie tried to make him promise to leave the mice alone
but Ludwig started to get his temper up.
with such a person?" f/lllle asked me.

"What is one to do

"The only argument he

would understand would be a good licking.

I wish I could get

mad enough to give it to him some time."
"Give yourself a shot of plague and then go after him just
before it gets you," I said.

"It works wonders with the rabbits, «

"I»m hardly a rabbit," said Ullle, "even if I'm not a
physical match for Doctor Ludwig."
Going t»ck to the laboratory that night he was telling me
about the mice.

"What makes them waltz?" I asked him.

"There's something wrong in the tubes of their ears," he
said.

"Something gets tangled up in there where the balancing

apparatus is.

They're like a man who has >:een whirled until he
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la dizzy.

They stagger around because they are almply trying to

stand up straight.

The plague seems to do the same thing with

the rats, and they try to stand on their hind legs and whirl in
order to make it right for the bad places in their ears. The
rabbits want to fight because they don't know what else to do.
It hits them in the ears too, and they go berserk."
When we got to the lab I thought Willie was going to go
berserk too.

Ee had innoculated one of the waltzing mice with

plague just before we left, expecting it to react some time the
next day.

The reaction had started half an hour before we got

back, and that mouse apparently imd turned into a mountain of
fury.

Worst of all, there was the clever camera-man. Doctor

Ludwig, with his raovle camera.

It was set up and pointed into a

large and brightly lighted cage in the middle of the room.

He

was dismntllng the camera and trying to get things back in
their places before we got back, but his glee was something he
had no wish to conceal.
"The picture of the ages," he crowed, and pointed to the
cage.

"'Mouse Licks Cat I*

How's that for a title?

swellest little movie-short you ever saw.

That waltzing mouse

got fighting mad and didn't bother to waltz any more.
body had this big black tomcat in one of the cages.
a match right here in this cage.
to death.

I got the

And some
So I put on

That mouse bad the cat seared

It ran the oat all over the cage and the cat didn't

know what to do.

It tried to fight back and the mouse cuffed it

ri^t in the nose. The mouse stood right up and traded punches."
mile roared with anger.

The old black cat looked at him

from the cage and licked its chops. "Where's the mouse now," he
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asked.
"Oh, cat finally got him,® said Ludwig, "but not until the
mouse was tired out, and not until the cat took a good licking,
right in front of the camera."
"That cat has fleas," l,illi® jelled suddenly*

"That's Maheil

Donaldson's cat and she's doing a research trith fleas*

He'i the

host, and he'll catch plague from t]M mouse, and the fleas will
give it to us."
Ludwig jumped away from the cage and so did I.

lone of us

wanted to @5 near it, but there was work to be dona, and we had
to do it*

It was an hour before we were finally ready to switch

on the current for the incinerator and to cause Donaldson's cat
to disappear entirely from this earth.
Doctor Ludwig put his cao^ra buok into the termite dark
room.

Ithen he came out there were half a dozen of the little,

pale, winged ants sticking to the back of his coat.
them," he said.

"They hate lig^t.

"Hever mind

They'll find a dark hole to

climb into and you'll never see them again."
"I only wish you'd do that too," said Willie.
and pulled the drapes away from a cage.
mice," he said.

He went over

"My poor little waltzini;

A small brown-eyed face peered out at him and I

was struck again with the resemblance between Willie and the
mouse.

He pulled the curtain again and went down to the end of

the basement, turning out the light as he rolled up on his cot.
Doctor Ludwig went down there and turned the light on again.
"You'll have to be a bigger man that you are. Doctor Willie
Cowper," he said, "before you can make me climb into a holedark or otherwise."
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Willie turned over and groaned, hiding his eyea from the
light.

"I wish I were bigger," he said.

"I donH know of anyon«

who needs a licking quite as much as you do." Th© light went
out, Ludwig lay down on his cot, and all was quiet.
I sat down at the microscope and went to work, but ten min
utes later all hell broke loose down there.

I heard a sort of

strangled scream and there was Willie up on his knees on the cot,
hitting himself on the side of the head with his hand, and shak
ing his head as though he wanted to snap it off,

I could just

see him down there in the dim light, looking more like a waltz
ing mouse than ever.

He staggered to his feet, looking at m©

with that same frantic intoxication I had seen on th© faces of
the mice.
Suddenly he started beating his head again.
around slowly, and then whirled twice around.
of his cot on the far side.

He staggered

Ludwig leaped out

"Plague," he yelled, trying to cir

cle away from the frantic Willie.

"Just like the rabbits," he

shrilled, and I was frozen with horror.
I wanted to get out of that basement and run, and keep on
running, but there was something pitiful in little ISillie that
made me sure he wouldn't hurt me.

I wasn't so sure he wouldn't

hurt Ludwig, and neither was Ludwig.
?/illie stood for a moment, clawing at the side of his head,
then whirled around twice more and snapped his neck sideways and
fell to the floor.
Ludwig's face.

He looked up and seemed t; see the horror on

I ran down and caught him and tried to hold him

down.
Ludwig tried to help me.

Ordinarily either of us could have
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held him with one hand, but no* th® t*o of us couldn't control
his wild contortions.

H© was up on his feet, shaking us off and

whirling again. Then h® lit into Ludwig,
saj what kind of a fight it was.

It would be hard to

Ludwig could have boxed him

silly with a punch or two, but it wasn't that isind of a fi^t.
lilli© seemed to stand up close to poor Ludwig and explode
blows and violence in ICLL directions.
It went on for two or three minutes and I couldn't get neap
them to stop it.
ing for mercy.

Finally Ludwig was down on the floor md yell

®illie slugged him two or three more times for

good measure, then went jittering off on his hands and knees,
running head-on into things.
Pinally he got up and was racing all over the basement.
"Catch me," he pleaded. . "I can't stop running.

My head—my

ear--it's driving me crazy."
I caught him once but he got away from me.

ating chair,** I yelled.

"The old oper»

"Run down past that and I'll catch you

and strap you to it.**
Willie was down at the far end of the basemcmt.
smack into the wall and fell sprawling.

Be ran

Then he got up and

dashed over and threw himself into the operating chair.

I slap

ped a strap around him and buckled him down before he could get
away.
I got his head under my knee and strapped it to the head

rest Just as we had strapped the sheep down.

I ran for a beaker

of warm water out of the tap and poured some into his ear.
pain seemed to stop.

The

Doctor Ludwig heated more water over the

bunsen flame and I got a medicine dropper for a squirt.

I
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washed the tube of his ear several times, then squirted warm
water In again and finally was able to see something.
in with tweezers and pulled out a sjsall winged insect.

I reached
It must

have been making a hell in Willie's head while It was alive and
beating Its wings.
••Ah, God," said Willie.
loos© In there.

"It sounded like a bull buffalo

I hope it didn't bit© me—I hope It doesn't

give me the plague."
Doctor Ludwlg came over and looked at it.
began to laugh and roar.

He snorted, then

"Do you know what this is?® he yelled.

I was releasing 11111© from the straps on his chair at that
moment.

He turned on Ludwig and moved toward him.

•'You stop

that yelling," he said, "or I'll give you another licking."
Doctor Ludwig stopped laughing,
••What was it?" Willie asked,
"A terndte," said Ludwig.

"ITou know how they love to bor®

in wood," Then he did laugh, and Willie shoved him and punched
him all over the room, but Ludwig couldn't stop lauding.
he finally did stop he turned and shoved Willie,

When

"Leave me

alone," he said, "or I'll bat your ears down."
"Ah, me," said Willie, "what can one do?" He left him alone.
«•
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TRIPLE fROJBLE
•*Trout>l«»s

said Mrs, Porter,

"Th® cat's unhappy#

See ho« she moves around the house, looking for somethingr"
"There's a thunder-storm ©omlng, if tlmt's what you mean,"
said her husband.
Trouble's brewing,," said Mrs# Porter griHily.> "I can tell,
and so can the cat.^ Trouble always comes in threes—just the
same as good things."
"Trouble," muttered young lelen Porter to herself, and pani<i
gripped her heart.

"That m^ans Joe will probably take Mary

Puller to the party tomorrow night, instead of me.. Ho wants a
job iii the bank.

I suppose," she said to herself bitterly,

"he thinks it will help him get the job if he takes the cashier'ii
daughter to the party
"Trouble," muttered ir.. Porter to himself, and a defeated
feeling gripped him.

"Hank Fuller will probably get lucky this

afternoon and roll me out of my place on the bowling team."
"Trouble," thought Mrs» Fuller, and improvised a hasty
prayeri

"Don't—please don't—let the troubles be terrible

troubles.. Don't let anything happen to any of BQT family*"
Helen went to look out the front window^ "Mom," she called^
"there goes your precious son-in-law Elmer home from work al
ready.

I wonder how he got away so early.

He must have left

the bank at four-thirty,"
"Don't let Elmer steal anything from the bank," prayed Mrs.
Porter swiftly.
The gathering storm W4,s bringing an early grey evening to
the street outside as Helen watched her sister's husband Elmer
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stridd past.

walks worried," sli© said.

**I hope he hasn*t

lost his Job, or stolen some money, or something.®
®A11 bank-tellers aren*t crooks," snapped Mr. Porter.

"He

simply wants to get home before the storm comes."
^He^d better get home.

There*s trouble coming," said Mrs,

Porter.
Helen stepped to the telephone.

"I think 1*11 call Claire

and warn her Elmer's coming." fhe phone tinkled just as she
reached for it.
"Lightning," snapped her mother.

"Don»t phone when there's

a storm."
Mr, Porter dropped into his easy-chair with a si^ and
fumbled with the lamp beside him,
agalnf" he grumbled*

"Is this lamp disconnected

"Md you plug the vacuum cleaner into

this socket again today!"
Helen snapped a wall-switch but nothing happened,
power must be off," she said*

"fhe

"fhe lights won't work,"

Mrs. Porter dl^'t hear them.
"The lights won't work out here.

She called from the kitchen,
SOB«Sthing's wrong."

"lhatt" yelled Helen.
Mrs. Porter stuck her head in from the kitchen.

"What?"

she asked.
"Nothing," roared Jim Porter, and rustled the paper angrily
and tried to read in the dusk.
At that moment there was a resounding crash from the Imsement.

Father and mother and daughter rushed for the basement

door Just as the oat came hurtling up the stairs, leaving a red
trail behind it,

Mr. Porter grabbed at it, but It was a mass of
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atieky rodness.

It twisted from his hands and slithered into

the front room and dived under the radio. The man looked at his
reddened hands.
he said.

He smelled one of them.

He licked it,

"Jelly

"Currant jelly,"

"My preserves," wailed Mrs, Porter,

The three turned and

dashed to the basement through the cat*s gory trail, as fast as
they could in the gathering dusk.
Dim light from the basement windows gleamed on broken glass
and there was a fine spicy smell of pickled peaches in the air,
Mr. Porter struck a match and disclosed a shambles,
fruit and Jelly broken," wailed Mrs, Porter.

"411

"Jim, I told you

those shelves weren*t strong enough,"
"lou never told me any such a thing," said Jim Porter indig
nantly.
"Well I meant to," said Mrs. Porter.

"Itou should have

known,"
"Just how strong can a man make a rack of shelves?"
Porter asked.

"There's a limit.

Jim

How many Jars of stuff did

you have stacked there?"
"Over three hundred Jars," Mrs. Porter wailed.
"I wouldn't complain of
said Jim,

elves that could hold that much,"

"And they did hold it, too, for years,"

"That miserable oat got up there, I'll bet," said Helen,
"and down went the whole works,"
"That cat—looking for trouble," said Jim Porter,

"Well,

she found it,"
"She was unhappy," said Mrs, Porter.
coming, and so did I,

"She knew trouble was

And the terrible part is that trouble

-xooooraes hj tlaraas.**
Helen snorted, indignantly, because she was afraid*
'*Honsense," aaid her father.

"This one trouble is enou^.®

The sound of the telephone broke in from upstairs,
"Don*t answer it," said Mrs, Porter.

"It»s the lightning."

"We ought to be polite," said Helen, "even to lightning,"
The bell rang again, with a business-like sound not at all like
lightning.

"I*a going to answer it," she said,

me," Her heart suddenly bounded,

"It aay be for

"Maybe," she thought, "it*8

Joe after all, asking me instead of Mary Fuller,"
"Don*t answer It," warned her mother.
turned toward the steps,
upstairs," she said,

The tla-e® of them

"Take off your shoes before you come

"I don*t want jelly tracked all over the

rugs."
"The eat has taken care of timt activity already," said
Jim Porter anlicioiisly.
The phone rang again, insistently,
self," said Mrs, Porter grimly.

"I'll answer it my

"If there*s dangerous work to

do I intend to do it, because I have sense enough to be careful,*
She ruBBsaged in a kitchen cupboard for a moment and then
skipped to the telephone.

She put a glass pie-plate on the floor

and stood in it In her stockinged feet, looking uncomfortable
and pigeon-toed.

Balancing herself by clutching the rubber

mouth-piece of the telephone, she lifted the receiver,
she said.

"Hello,"

"It»8 Claire , . , Hello, Claire. You shouldn't

telephone when the lightning Is so bad.
something glass?

Are you standing on

Oh , , . She's standing on a milk bottle."

"How in the world can she do that?" asked fim Porter.
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*It*s pad ajad

• Ih©y*p« standiag right hore,

H©w

ean you stand on a milk tjottla?* There was a pause while she
listened*

*She says she just stands on it . • » Xes • • • Tes

. . . Ihy do you want him • . .t

There was another long pause.

Helen and her father oould hear angry elloks from the receiver
as the lightning Interrupted#
him," said Irs. Porter,

"pad will he right over to i^t

**108, right away.®

hang up when she reasemtsered,

She was ahout to

"fhe cat knocked the Jelly all

down," she said.
She hung up and stepped out of hey ple»plate.

"More trouble,

I guess," she said. "I knew It would come.*
"IMt is it?" asked Jim Porter.
and wagged her head sadly,

His wife looked at him

•^'hat is it? Can't you tell us

what it is?*
"It*8 Claire's husband,

fhe bank ©ailed#

They want him to

come back to the bank. Thei^U something they want to ask him
about.

He dldn«t—or wouldn't—tell her what it was. Se said

he dldnH know—that it was Just something.

Claire wants to

know if you can get the oar out and drive him down to the bank.
The street cars aren't rusoiing. 1'he electricity must be off."
"Of course it's off," said Helen.

"We know that."

"It's Just more trouble, that's all I know," aald her mothei'
"Elmer's a good, honest boy," aald Mr. Porter.

"Se wouldn'

steal any money."
"Who said he stole money?" said Mrs. Porter.

"I only know

he has to go back to the bank, and right away."
"I'll bet he did steal," said Helen.
it—him counting all that money all day.

"I've been expecting
I think he hides thinij T
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from Clairo.

He Wouldn't tell me how auoh money people have in

the bank that I asked him about."
^Monaensej" said Jim Porter.

Elmer's a fine boy.

It's

Just that you don't think anyone Is good enough for Claire."
"He aakes her cook sauerkraut," said Helen indignantly.
•They've got a whole barrel of It in their basement, rotting
away there."
"All I know," said Mrs. Porter, "is that there's trouble
brewing, and only one trouble gone.

Maybe this isn't trouble,

but you'd better get the car out. We'll all go with you.
don't want you driving alone with this stora coming.
trouble coming I want to be there.

I

If there's

I have sense enough to be

careful."
Mr. Porter got the car out, and mother and daughter ran out
and got in with him.

Tl»re was still no rain, and the clouds

were high, but heavy and black,

A becalmed street car was stand

ing motionless and deserted in the street-crossing two blocks
away.

The air above them was motionless and dead, but high over

head the clouds were falling into place like black curtains.
They turned in at the driveway of the house where Claire
and Elmer lived, and pulled up at the back door.
Claire were waiting for them.

£lmer and

The Porters held the car door

open as llmer put on his coat.
At that moment another trouble came.
a vast explosion from the basement.

There was a roar of

It was strong enough to

blow loose the basement windows.

A vast and powerful smell came

pouring from the nearest window.

"The barrel exploded," jelled

Elmer, and he dashed in and down the steps out of sight.
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The family followed Mm aa fast as they could tumble out oi
the cap.

Elsmr had a flashlight and was shining it around,

Th<

planka of the ceiling looked as though they were festooned with
melting icicles.

The flooi* was thick with squdgy softness#

walls were plastered with it.

Thil

O^er close to the furnace was th€

wreck of what had once been a barrel.

It was opened out flat

like a sunflower.
"You packed it too ti^t,* said Claire,
**Yott put the head of the barrel on tight. Instead of leaving it loose," said llmer.

"All our sauerkraut—all over the

ceiling—all over everything."
"You shouldn't have burned the papers in the furnace. You
got it too warm,"
Mrs, Porter took coaiaand,
it," she said,

"Elmer, you take the car and go on down to the

barA: and see what they want.
this aess.

"There's no use crying about

We'll stay here and help clean up

Maybe you should learn to get along without a dangeiff

ous explosive like sauerkraut in the house,"
"Maybe I had better go," said llmer.
what's the matter—why they want me.

"I can't imagine

It's almost five-thirty,

I'll put the car away when I get back." He called back as he
went out the doors "Still no rain.

I don't think it's going to

storm."
Mrs, Porter went out to see.
less.

"It'll storm," she said.

gone this far,

The air was heavy and motion-j

"It'll have to storm, now it's

Ed?ive carefully, Elmer,

We've had two troubles,

Be careful so you don't be the third."
llmer drove away and Mrs. Porter returned to the work in
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the bas«fflant.

They ralcad th© kraut down from th© ceiling and

scraped It from th© walls and floor.

They scrubbed and cleaned

as well as they could, until the heavy fumes drove them outside
for a breath of air.
Still th© storm waited, but the clouds were coalng lower
toward the trees and house tops.

Flickers of lightning shon©

through the dense blanket above them,
Into real night.

fhe darkness was turning

"We must run on home,® said Mrs. Porter.

"Soon

it id 11 rain hard, and we should be in our own house.®
"(Jo ahead," said Claire.
Elmer gets hoae.

"We'll bring the car back when

1*11 telephone you if there's anything wrong

at th© bank."

'*

Mrs. Porter looked at her elder daughter sharply.

No on©

had spoken to her of the possibility of anything being wrong at
th© bank.

Evidently th© storm-tens© air was troubling her too.

"le'll go home and clean up our own basement," said the mother.
"*©•11 hav© to Txm to beat the atorm."
Lightning started breaking closer as they reached their own
door.

Thunder drumaed In their heads and shook their bones.

Th© wind ca®e up, and whined, and rattled scraps of paper and
tatters of things along the pavement.

A tall tree standing in

their front lawn strained and creaked in th© wind, showing the
silvery under-sldes of its leaves.

"Two troubles we've had,"

said Mrs. Porter,
Helen glanced over at the Puller's house next door,
light shone dimly from the windows.
Helen said to herself.

Candl©

"Joe i»ill ask Mary Fuller,"

"He'll ask her to go to the party with

him tomorrow night, and that'll be the third trouble."
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Jiffi Porter's heart was contracted with hot dread, because
h© too was looking for a third trouble to finish the aeries.
•"Hank Puller will get my place on the bowling team.

He almost

crowded me out last week, and if he bowled good this afternoon
he»ll do it."
Mrs. Porter murmured to herself.
drive carefully.

**Drlv© carefully, Blsier,

And don't be stealing from the bank, or any

thing."
The family got out candles and lighted them.

Father and

daughter set to work cleaning up the basement, while Mrs. Porter
iMide supper.

They ate In the kitchen by candlelight,

"I bmvov

knew the current to be off so long," said Jim Porter.
The telephone tinkled again.
said Mrs. Porter.

^Lightning is coming closer,®

"I wish the storm would break and get it over

with." Once the telephone seemed to ring.
Porter to herself grimly.

"Bad news,^ said Mrs.

But after placing her pie-plate and

answering and getting no answer, she had to decide it was still
th« lightning.
Finally the storm did break, and the flashes of light from
outside made their candlelight pale and useless.

The roar of the

wind and rain and thunder made conversation impossible.

They

stopped eating and watched the stom by the glare of the light
ning.

"Here coities our car," said Helen.

®It must be Claire and

Elmer.
All three watched the car as it stopped by the kitchen door.
They watched as the two inside the car clutched their hats md
coats and prepared for the dash to the door.

All three in the

house turned to open the kitchen door, and ao they missed seeing
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what happened.
Th@ most tremendous crash of all came from outside.
untarlly they hesitated—they didn't open the door.

Invol->

Elmer open

ed it himself, and he and Claire came inside, their faces white
and their eyes wide,

"fhat was a close one," said Elmer.

"The lightning struck our Mg tree," said Claire,
it.

"We saw

It tor© a great hig limb loose and it broke the bird-bath

all to pieces on the lawn, and the limb is lying across the
driveway."
"Never mind that," said Irs. Porter cheerfully.
clean that up.
all right.

W©»r© all her© now, and everything's going to be

Thank goodness it's all over.

troubles done.

"Dad can

That's all three

Now we can get started and straighten things out

again," She stepped over and threw the switch and the lights
turned on.

"Bvearything all right at the bank, Elaerf" she asked,

"Everything is swell," said Bllmer,
"Elmer's the new cashier," said Claire.
"What about Hank Fuller?" Jim Porter asked.
"That was it," said Elmer.

"They couldn't locate Puller.

They got word that he got a swell new job and was transferred to
a bank in Chicago, so we all got promoted a step forward.

We

needed a new man right away, and they wanted to ask me about
Helen's boy-friend, Joe.

So he goes to work tomorrow on the

posting machines."
"Are the Pullers leaving town?" Helen asked timidly.
"Mr. Puller leaves tomorrow.
soon,"

Elmer eyed Helen.

the storm was on.

The family is to follow him

"Joe said he didn't want to phone when

He said he wanted you to gD with him to a
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party tomorrow night."
"Iher© was Hank Fuller?" Mr. Porter asked glumly.

"Why

couldnH they locate him?"
"They finally found him atlll at th® "bowling alley," said
Elmer.

"He was howling about how bad Ms gam© was.

ing a bowling lesson."
» -» #

He was tak
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RETURH m nmm

All home-keeping people had eaten their suppers and all
their chores were done, eatcept maybe feeding the calves and pigs
their evening meal of skim milk.

Old Joe Sheller, turned eighty

years, came along the road and stopped by the mail box.

"I

should*ve took that mil box when I left," he scolded into his
beard.

"That were really mine.

I should've took it with me."

He read the name on it now—Glen P. Jackson.
that guy," he said.

"Never heard of

He made out the faint remains of his own

name underneath the newer paint.

"That's my mail box," he

grumbled.
Down beside the post that held the box he saw si^is of
excavation.

Dust and pebbles had been scraped into a pile and

a child's tin shovel and pail lay overturned beside it.
heart softened.

Joe's

"Of course, if they've got a kid they need a

mail box," he said.
He trudged slowly past the house, under the willows that
grew between the yard and the road, one hand held against a Mp
that was in the habit of slipping out of joint.

From a little

ahed built into a rise in the ground there came the cozy hum of
a cream separator.
the milk," said Joe.

"Kinda late to be still fooling around with
"Be mighty dark in the spring-house.

just ask the feller how he likes the spring-house.

I'll

Best one in

the valley,"
Joe let himself into the yard through the lower gate and
stumped up to the open door from whence came the sound.
completely dark inside.

He knew about that, though.

It was

He had

finished separating in the dark many times--in that very spring-
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house.

It wfts li^t enough outside for feeding.

Ko need to get

ft lantern to finish separating—you got so you could run that by
feel alone.

He could see a big spot of white Inside, where the

skim milk foamed out Into the pall.

He could see a form rising

and falling to the turn of the separator handle.

He thought of

speaking, but he knew he would have to shout to make himself
heard.

He stood there waiting.

fhe machine paused and the person s&de some motions and then
picked up the speed again momentarily.

"Running water through,

to rinse it out,® said Joe to himself.

The warm milky small

came out to him in a sudden wave, and a vast homesickness washed
over him so strong it almost threw his hip out of Joint.
lurched and caught himself on the side of the door.

He

A scream of

terror rose from the dark interior.
"Oh, Ma*am," he fell back abjectly.
you so.

"I'm sorry I scared

I didnH know it was a woman running the machine.

I

should've known better.

It'd scare anybody if they didn't see a

person come up outside.

It happened to me once, right in this

same place."
The woman came out.
still panting with frigjat.

"What are you doing here?" she cried,
"lhat do you want? Tou get away fron

here."
"I'm awful sorry," said Joe.

"I just came by and I thought

I'd talk to the feller that runs this place."
"My husband isn't here," said the woman.
the house.

"He's—he's up at

He isn't feeling well tonight."

A little girl came running down the path from the house.
"Was that you yelled. Mom, so awful?" she cried.

"It scared ae
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to hckftr lfc«" Sh« sftv the old man and stopped, then fled to
her mother*
"It's all right, Mary, I was just startled,* the womn said,
"Go hack to tim house and take care of your brother."
"He's all right—ho»8 asleep," said the girl.
A calf bawled its hunger and pigs set up their doleful
squealing.

"Go away now," the woman said to the old man—to old

Joe Sheller.

"I»ve got to finish the chores."

"Let me help you carry the Mckets," said Joe.
like to.

"I'd sure

I'd like to jsmke up for scaring you that way."

"Mo," the woman said.

"Go away."

She Mcked toward the spring-house and the little girl
followed her closely,

"I'm afraid of that old man," the girl

whimpered.
Joe turned away quickly and limped toward the gate, his
heart thumping.

"She's afraid of ae," he said to himself, wid

wild remorse shook him.

"But I wouldn't hurt her.

I wouldn't

hurt aohody." He trudged on, holding his wobbly hip.

"But sure

I did scare her—an old man with whiskers—here in the dusk like
that—and she doesn't know me.®

Joe hurried out to the road and

up past the house again, the way he had come.
the way I'd look to people.

"I never thought

Oh Lord, I didn't auian to scare

anybody—to scare a little kid—a little girl, that way."
He stopped out of sight of the house, a few yards up the
road, behind the willows.

"Oh Lord," he said, "I don't want to

be going back this direction.

I don't want to go back at all.

I'd like to see 'em feed the calf.

I'd like to see how mny

pigs they got." He heard the calf stop bawling and could imaginn
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It thrusting Its head into the foasqr milk,

The pigs stopped

their squealing and he could hear the sound of their noisy feed
ing.

It was almost dark.

of day.

Only the nestern sky held any memoxj

The dusk «as soft and the smell of a hayfield came to

Mm through the sprawling rail fence.
He moved off a few yards farther, then climhed over into
the field.
said.

'^Hails sure need to he set hack on this fence," he

"I never let it get that bad when I had the place.

Ain't

everybody got tb© patience and the knowledge to lay rails up
just right." He moved over into the field.

"1*11 just sit here

on a haycock for a while," he said to himself.

"I'll just hide

myself a little so I won't scare those people any."
and snuggled his back into the sweet hay.

He sat down

Re pulled a bundle

from his pocket, unwrapped a piece of sausage from it and fell
to eating.
house.

A cat came daintily through the stubble from the

It looked at him, smelled the sausage, and mewed faintly >

He coaxed it to him and fed it the last morsel.

Then he dreamed

awhile, of days fifteen years ago when he owned this place, and
then he dozed.
When he awoke, the night was complete and dark.
gone and old Joe was chilly.

The cat wan

He heard repeated the sound that

must have wakened him—a thin, high, prolonged gasping—the
sound of a small child struggling to draw in its breath.

It cam<i

from the direction of the house, and almost iimaediately there wan
a glimmer of light through the window that faced the field where
he sat.

The light grew.

ing a lamp.

Someone was scratching a match—light

The gasping, drawn out longer and longer, and thin

and high, was louder now, and coming as fast as it well could.
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Jod sat up, clenoMng his hands, and memories of an ancient fear
came flooding hack to him.

He controlled himself and watched

the lighted window,
The door flung spen, throwing a path of light out toward
the barn.

The wom&n came out, struggling into a coat.

She

stopped to fasten her shoes, but the thin gasping seeiaed to
catch at her own throat and with a wail she ran back in»
heard a new sound—the little girl crying.
speak, and the crying stopped suddenly,

Joe

He heard the mother

®fhat*s right," he said

®No use her yelling too. Won't do no good,"
fhe gasping sounds continued and Joe had difficulty in
holding himself back,

"No," he said.

"Don't scare »em again.

"They've got enough to contend with now, without you coming up,
looking like Old lick himself."
But a now turn in affairs got Joe to his feet. The gasping
got worse because the breath that was fought for so hard was
released in high, fri^tened wailing,

"He shouldn't be allowed

to cry that way," Joe muttered as he made for the house, press
ing his hand against his hip,
get air.

"Should use all his strength to

Shouldn't be allowed to cry too;®

Joe climbed through the fence beside the house and circled
around to cc»e up to the door in the path of light.
see me coming this time," he said,

"Let *em

"Won't scare 'em with being

sudden,"
The woman saw him and cried out,
Danny,

"Something Is wrong with

Something terrible. We've got to get a doctor," She

ran out to Joe,

"Would you run for a doctor," she pleaded,

"Mrs, Duncan's—it's only half a mile up the road—she has a
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phone.

Sh®*d call a doctor for us»®

*I*m not ao good at running," said Jo® apologetically, prea^
ing Ms hand against Ma trick hip in order to atand upright#
"I started to go, but 1 canH leave him,'' the woman aaid.
She ran in through the door and Joe followed her, over to a sa»l]|,
bed against the wall where the boy lay gaaping. "fie uaually
talks so meh," she aaid, ''but now he can»t tell me what'a wrong
I was going to send Mary, but 8he*s so little. She's only 8ix»"
The little girl was fully dressed and was lacing her small ahoea
^'Six is old enough," said Joe.

®She's the one to go.

She

can make it better than us.®
fhe distracted woman knelt before the little girl.
you, Mary?" she asked.

®Can

"Can you run up to Mrs, Duncan's and

hammer on tfae door and ask her to phone for a doctcja*?"
"Sure I can," the girl said, her eyes big and staring.

She

ran out of the door and disappeared into the ni^t.
fhe little boy»s gasping rose again in their ears now that
the girl was gone.
kicked away.

He was lying in his small bed with the coveni

He was on Ms side, his body arched sharply back.

He turned his eyes to them, then turned away—concentrating on
the lonely and serious business of drawing in his next breath.
It was only when his mother cried that he wailed as he let the
air out of his lungs.

The woman caught him up in her arms but

he kept his back arched and looked away from her, and the thin
gasping sound filled the room as he drew in each breath.

The

woman turned to Joe franticallyi "Do you think he'll die?"
"Ho, he waa*t die," said Joe.

"It's croup.

I know what

to do for croup." He turned abruptly to the stove. "I'll start
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a fire. You get pans of water on, and a sheet.

You got any

turpentine?"
•Turpentine?" The mother put the gasping child down,

"lo

... I don't kno*»*
"You get the fire going and the pans on," said Joe,
get the turpentine."

"I'll

He hobbled outside and down to the barn,

holding his wobbly hip together with his hand.

He went Into the

dark barn, sweet and warm with the smell of horses and cows, and
felt his way with sure memory to a box nailed high on the wall.
He stretched himself up and pulled a heavy jug down from the top
of It, brushing off dust that had settled there an inch deep
through the years.

He pulled the cob out of the jug and smelled

the sharp odour of turpentine he had aet up there more than fif
teen years ago.

He stumbled out and limped swiftly to the house,

There was a fire snapping In the range, and pans of water
on it were beginning to get warm.
each pan.
head.

Joe poured turpentine into

"How the sheet," he ordered.

Ee draped it over his

"Uow the boy." The woman brought the gasping child in

her arms*

Joe pulled her close to him and threw the sheet over

her head.

"I'll show you how it's done," he said.

He draped

the sheet out and hung it over the pans, carefully keeping it
away from the grates of the range so that it would not catch
afire,

"later'll be getting hot in a minute now, and you just

hold him over so he can breathe those turpentine fuj&es.

That'll

bring him out of it."
"He's so heavy," the mother said as she tried to hold the
child out.

"He's so heavy, and he's working so i»rd to breathe."

"Here," said Joe.

"You itold the sheet out. Let me take

•lis.
the kid." fh© water began to buhhle a llttl® and the turpentia#
fumes came up thick and strong.

"Just you breathe that In, old

feller," said Joe, holding th© boy over the pans.
breathe that in good and strong,

"Just you

fhat'll help you fine."

fhe woman held the sheet out so tlM»y had a little tent in
there.

The lamplight shone In dimly through the cloth.

The boy

was clutching at the old B»n*8 clothes, clinging to him tightly
and gasping in hard as the vapour rose from the pans.
three years old," said the woman.

"He's

"He's been awfully healthy,

fhls is the first time he ever had anything like this."
The gasping became a little less strenuous.
heavy little beggar," Jo© said to hi».

"You're sure a

"I*m going to switch you

around a bit so you'll be easier to hold." He turned to the
mother,

"first child I ever held—first in

I'm eighty years old."
Mever married.

whole life—and

He chuckled, "Don't know aaich a1:^ut it.

Never was around kids any.

Always liked 'em

though, what I did see of 'era."
"This is helping him," the woman said.
easier.

"He's breathing

You hold him fine—just as though you were used to it.

How did you know about this, if you never had any diildren of
your own?"
"I heard Mm a-gasping," Joe said,

"lade me remember a long

time back—must seventy-seven«-seventy-eight years ago.
mother used to do me this way.
like this.

My old

I used to have it too—croup,

Couldn't breathe good.

Getting so I can remember

stuff like that~-long time ago—better'n I can remember what
happened last week or last year.

Remember just how it smelled—

just like this, and how the light looked through the sheet—just
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Ilk® this."
H© shifted the little boy's weight again,
about thla farm the other day.

"Got to thinking

I«?e had a-many farms In ay day

but this was the laat one, and X always liked it best#

I thoughl:

I'd come out and see if there wasn't a job of work I could get
to do.

I've done a pile of work in my years and I sort of hate

to quit now.

I remember there was always so much work an extra

hand could do around a place.

I could drive a team, or lay fenc<i

rails, or chop wood."
"Well,® said the woman apologetically, "mj husband isn't
really here.

He had to work a week on some land his brother

got—the old Jim Harper place.
a man mywhere.

He had to do it—couldn't hire

But he'll be back tomorrow night. ¥<e have to

bring in our own hay as soon as w® can. We could use soEW^body,
maybe, to drive the hayrack,"
"I'd have to see your man," Joe said.
out to Mm.

But I'd sure like tiiat.

much—just a chance to work,

"I'd have to hire

I wouldn't want no wages

I'd sure like to wait over and

see him,"
The gasping had all but stopped.
away from the boy's cheeks.

The mother wiped big tears

"It wasn't any fun, was it Danny?"

she said,
"Mo," he wMsperad, pressing his face against Joe's sleeve#
"I didn't like it,"
A clatter rose from outside and Mary came bursting in,

followed by the doctor.

She screamed with fri^t and tried to

dash out into the night again but the doctor caught her.

"Dog

gone," said Joe,

We

"We scared that poor little kid again.
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anast Isok t®rrlbl©, all draped over with, a sheet this way," The
mother ducked out from under the covering and caught the little
girl in her arms.
^Don't be afraid, Mary," she soothed.

I

"It»s just us. We're

letting Danny breathe turpentine fumes under the sheet there.
He's getting better.
at the doctor.
easier now.

He can breathe better now." She looked up

"I guess Danny had the croup, but he's a lot

This man cam® along, and told me what to do."

"Why sure," said the doctor.

"That's what he needs.

Tur

pentine vapour is the best thing in the world for him." He
patted Mary on the head.
are youf

"You aren't afraid of ordinary things,

You were such a brave girl to run all that distance in

the dark to telephone.

I must admit," he said to the mother,

"that it was a weird sight we came in to here.
too." He walked over to the stove.

Gave me a start

"Let's see how we're getting

along In here." He ducked in, under the sheet.

He examined the

boy, without seeing the sheeted face of the old man.
ing is cleared up now," he said.

"His breath

"He should be put back to bed

and covered up so he can go to sleep."
He pulled the sheet away.
you.

How did you get out here?
"I came," said Joe.

"Well, Joe—Joe Sheller.

It's

I heard you left the fana."

He gripped the boy to him with one arm,

clapped a hand to his hip, and hobbled over to the little bed.
He put the child down slowly and got a sleepy, drunken little
smile from Danny, which turned into a look of fear as Joe backed
away.

"Whiskers," said Joe to himself. "I must be an ugly old

coot."
"How did you know--" the doctor asked, a smile crossing his
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fao®, "how did you fcnoi? what to do for a child with croup?"
Jo® froze und«r the doctor's look.

"I knew," he said shorl4

LY.

"you»d better let »e take you tmck tonight," the doctor
said.

He turned to the woman.

far® today.

"Joe decided to l©av» the county

Said he was going out to find a job."

"What*s so funny about thaif Joe snapped.
work to be done in the world.

"There's still

Look how useful I was tonight."

"We'd be pleased to have him stay a while«" said the woman*
"But you're old, Joe, and you're lame," the doctor said,
"lou've done your work.

Let the county take care of you now."

"They'd better," said Joe, "seeln* the argtment they put
up to got iM to go to their poor farm in the first place.
1 don't think I want to go back.

But

I got me a job here." Joe was

arguing back pretty hard at the doctor, and he saw the little
girl sidle over toward her mother in alarm.

"Seems as though

I'm always doing soaethlng to scare that little girl," he said.
"That old hip of yours," said the doctor, "that's apt to
slip out again any time, and who would put it back for you out
here?"
Suddenly old Joe Sheller realized why he had come back to
this farm.

With insight deeper than the doctor's—with insight

as deep as animal instinct—he realised that long ago he used to
be alone on this farm, and he had come out here again to be aloni
But he had been tricked back into interest in life by the presenf
of the children.
He was an old man, and the world was too much with him, and
he knew that time wouldn't turn back for him.
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"Come to think of It, ledy," h© said, '*1 gtt#ss I*d better
go bacl^.

This old hip of mine throws out, and I just lay and

yell for help, and it takes a mighty careful mn to put »er
back in shape.

It sure would be a heck of a thing for that

little girl and boy of yours to see me laying out somewhere,
yelling like that.

I reckon you*11 understand I wouldn't want

to scare those kids again.®
The doctor looked at hi® and caught a glimpse of the old
badger that tries to crawl away to be alone in his age and
misery, but couldn't find a place to be alone.
he said softly.

"Come on, Joe,"

"There*® nothing I can do about it.

back to town."
» * »

Let*s go
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A gsntleiaan the other day told m© I looked like a hound,
with the sadneaa In ray ey© and th© general droop the years put
on my jaw, but, "?iho ever saw a hound as bald as myself has got?
I asked him, and the gentleman laughed so hard at asy fate h© gav
m® a dollar.

So I never laughed a Mt until h© was gone, for

hiffis®lf was bald as an egg together.

And that's the way of it

when you travel the world about and tell stories for a bed and
a bite for your hunger.
So he learns to tell a story, a nian does,

A funny story

for old sen, and a queer wonderful adventure for the women, both
young and old.

But for the likes of you gentlemen, God save all

here, I'll tell you the truth, and it's the dark story of how I
came to be a wandering Ban.

Well it's not a funny story, that

one.
Bill Doody, & laan I had a careful hate for, took me out to
a place for seeing a boas-man.
this mean little m&n of a thing.

"Sure I'll give you a job," said
"lou won't keep it long. Windy

Dan, but all you have to uo is push black ajag out of a tank with
a ho#»like.

You push it all dkjwn a trap and then you whoosh out

the tank with a hose, and then you go on to the next tank."
"Lead ae to it," said I, "for I'm not working these ten
months, and aiy wife Sally giving me out the money for my pipe
and carfare and a bit of a riot now and then." So he led me to
a warehouse and gave me white rubber-boots that reached to
hips, and a wool coat and wool gloves, and a thing like a rat
trap—a wire frame and strings to it around my head and held a
great pad of oloth against my nose and mouth.
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"A oask for you," said he.
•^Who would I he rohhingf® I aaked him*
"If you don't wear it you won't come to work tomoppow night,
said he, *for you'll be home wondering who put a rattlesnake the
wrong way down your windpipe."
So X hung the »Ask around my neck and went bold into a huge
building with men working around, and all wearing the mask and
looking like some queer wonderful race of snouted apes.

First

off I smelled something that stung ny nose like hornets, and the
bit of a boss-man was holding his handkerchief to his face while
he led me along.

"What's wrong with tdiis jobt" I asked, for I

saw there was something wicked in it, and that was not the only
queer thing.

I saw a man with green hair, I tell you.

Xt was

the acid fumes or the sine dust or something did it, and he with
hair as green as grass and not ashamed.
So we walked far across the room and it big as a field, with
a lot of lights hanging naked and blue in the poisonous haze, «n^.
acres of tanks and men working around them, le stepped a bit
outside and the night looked black and wet in the air, and the
boss-man trailing a long cord and light-bulb.

We climbed a

ladder and he opened a trap in the top of a big round wooden
tank and hung the light through.

"Set your mask and go down the

ladder inside," he said, "and take this hoe-thing with you.
the bottom you find two feet deep of mag."
was a swimmdng mess.

X looked in, and it

"Over there," he pointed, "you see a wheel

You crank that and it opens a hole in the bottom.
the mag through that.
out the tank.

On

You push all

Then you haul the hose down in and whoosh

Then you close the trap and move on to the next
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tank.

That," he said, "Is all there la to do."
And then I set the naisk over ^ face and doim I went, takinji;

time to think of

small wife at home • • . and she loving me

a l l the time . . .
So you gentlemen laugh, because myself has not got the look
of one to have ever a wife of his own.

But I had one and her

name was Sally, and I've still got her though we haven't seen
each other in many years, for we stay married—acQr kind—wid we
hear with each other to the end of death.

But I grin, and we

all laugh a snort, and I'm such a story teller you can't know
this for truth or lies, though I'm telling you.

That's the way

we keep our pride—we who travel the world with our tongues
flapping.
So I went down the ladder and above

knees in the hot

black stuff like thick mud.

That was the mag—but what they'll

use it for I'll never know.

And I waded over to the side and

cranked the wheel and the mag started to run out of the hole by
my feet. Well I almost fell through the hole myself the way it
was slippery and slanted, and it's a good thing I didn't for my
life.

The mag ran out by itself for Just a Mt, but the miser

able stuff was just proper for meanness—it wouldn't bear the
weight of a man, and it wouldn't shovel, and it wouldn't flow
by itself, so I put the hoe-thing to it and moved every ton to
the

hole by personal persuasion.
I had a lot of time to think of my bit of a wife at home,

and the black fire in her eyes and hair, and herself in sleep
at the time.

For she was a smart Sally and worked for a bank

in the days, while my new work was all at night.

It wasn't good
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to leave a woisan alone nights like that, but Bill Doody was
working nl^ts too, and she and he only honest friends, and each
not saying it, but sorry about me and about each other.

So they

trying to find me work, and what can a man do when it's ten
months since a wage.

I was glad of a man's work for I was

strong, and unhappy with the kind of a lazy, gabby, shiftless
man I was.
There in that big black tank there wasn't a sound but what
I made it.

One light high up, and everything else black as

ni^t from the black mag, and I'd look around and couldn't tell
if there was a li#it at all with nothing but black before my
eyes.

And no sound, and such a light, and my own shadow moving

black all around the walls—"Are you workingf" said a voice,
and I nearly jeumped green with the sudden fright.
It was the mean little boss-man of a thing looking down
with his handkerchief to his nose.
the mask over my face.

I tried to answer and forgot

I took it off and cau^t a breath to

answer.

Lord save all here—it was the worst breath I ever

caught.

"Qow," I yelled, and put the mask to my nose again.

My lungs were that caught I could see blue sparks behind my
eyes,

fhe little boss-man snorted and went away.

Mag, gentle

men is something black and muddy, and all wet with sulfuric acid
and about that acid I didn't know.

That was the sulfur fumes of

hell to breath without a mask, gentlemen.
So then I went pushing all the harder because the boss-man
looked mean with his face down the hole.

So I sweat, and I

rubbed my forehead with ray hand, and the acid was on my skin.
Then I could feel sweat all over, from the hot wool coat they
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gave me*

I took that off and hung it on the ladder, and tlmt

was wrong, for next day when X went to put on lay cotton under
shirt It fell to pieces in my hands.
And don't hurry me gentlemen, with wanting to know*

A stoxjr

has to be told proper, but I'll tell you now why I'm a wanderini
Bian.

There's a great fault in me, and my nam© was ri^tly Windjl^

Pan.

I'd talk the sun up and the sun down with never a chance

for any other man.

So I used to brag and boast.

I had better be ashamed of, and that's

I told things

fate. There's some

thing faulty in me, but sometimes I punish myself this way, and
bow my humble head with HQT tongue wagging, and tell the ^u@er
shameful things about itself.

But it isn't a funny story.

After a long time in the mag tank where I could see I was
gaining on it, X got so tired I was seeing double. Then X
heard a loud hammering on the side of the tank and I got up the
ladder to see what's wrong.

One weird shape of a man was waving

at me to follow him and X did.
boots and all.

He looked like a pirate with his

He looked like a surgeon doctor with his mask,

and like a Turk with the way he had his head covered around with
rags.

I followed him outside and he took the mask off.

Bill Doody looking after me.

It was

"It's time to eat,® he said.

"I

knew you wouldn't hear the whistle so I hammered on the tank for
you."
Well I had reinson to have a careful hate for Bill Doody,
but what is a man to do when he hasn't a pay-check for ten month|ji
and living on the charity of his wife for want of honest work.
Bill showed me the way to the big change-house and we got our
pails.

We sat down and ate on the same bench—me not saying a
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wopd, I *%8 that tired.

"How do you like the mag?" says Bill.

"Take one tank a night.

That's what the day man does."

I

answered no word and that was a wonderful thing in itself, for
my Jaw was as weary as the whole of my soul with the working.
I went down into the black tank again and there alone and
pushing ray heart out on the hoe-thing.

I got most of the mag

down the sluice finally and climbed up after the hose to whoosh
the place out.

I hung there with My cbin over the edge of the

trap for a tiree—I hated to go back down to the lonesraae again
for I could see the crews working together in the big room.

It

was tearful lonely for nyself to see aien working with their
shoulders touching and other men to look at and talk to.

They

were lifting tanks and pushing carts and shoveling, and all
together, and finally I went down lonely and sat idle for a time
and then whooshed the tack.

When I finished, the shift was off

Biid only Bill Boody left to show me a locker and help me on the
street oar and home in the ^ey morning.
I got home before

bit of a wife was out of bed and her

so warm and misty md sleepy it made me mad at her—and me spends
ing the night in torment of woz^ and lonesomeness.

She got up

and cooked me a breakfast and asked me things but no talking
would I do with

anger, and I fell off the clMiir in the kitcheii

with weariness and had to crawl to bed.

"What did they do to

you that made you so tired and quiet?" asked my wife. Well, Bill
Doody had told me what I did.
tons of mag," I said.

"I shoved out a hundred and twenty

"A hundred and twenty tons, of mag."

Well I knew I had the worst job in the plaint.

How else

could I get a Job without bribing or begging? They usually put
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ft new man on it every night or so when the old one was worn out,
but Bill Doo<^ got m© this job and I had good reason to bang to
the work*

Doody came to the house that second night and helped

Sally get me out of bed.

He rubbed

I could get them working again.
and we went to the job.

back and arms a bit until

He helped me to the street car

I went down into a new tank and shoved

at another hundred and twenty tons, and the second night was
harder than the first.

1 couldnU eat at the eating-time, but

Bill forced me to nibble at a big sausage he had, and it was a
fine sausage.

I ate it all, and Bill ate the sandwitch out of

my pail, and he claimed Sally was a fine cook.

I was too tired

to resent, but I knew he had no business to brag about ay wife,
she being my own wife and not Me at all.
I got through the night somehow and Bill got me home, and
up again that evening, and I got through another night.
said

Sally

hair was turning green so I called for my old wool pants

and she made me a turk»s turban for myself the way of Bill's
and I wore it.

then one morning Bill said, "Tonight is your day

off and you've been working six nights and can go get you a
cheek of wages."
He came for me early that afternoon and we went down town
to the baaemtot of a bank where the company paid.
through a line of men and me not saying a word.

We went
Finally we got

to a wicket and a pale chap gave me fifteen dollars and sixty
cents.

I tocSc it and looked at it, and I couldn't believe I had

been in that black hole of hell a week just for the sake of that
much n»»ney.

I put the stuff in my pocket, amd I was so foolish

and dopey I let Bill buy m a beer and didn't buy him one.
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W« went horn© then and It was after dark already but I dldn'i
have to go to work for once.

Bill Doody came in with me, and mj

bit of a wife asked him to eat with us, but 1 didn't say anythinf;
to encourage hi» and he went his way and went to work alone.

He

looked at me funny, but I didn't even change ay face so he went
away.

He knew I didn't want him,
"Did you get paid?" my Sally asked, for I wasn't giving her

a word.

I found the money in my pocket and gave her the fifteen

dollars,

"Is that all you got, Dan, for all that work?" she

asked with a kind of sorrow.
"Well I'm holding out sixty cents for carfare and pipe
aioney,® I told her quick, "so you won't have to loan it to me
this once.

It's not quite charity I'm on anymore."

She iMtde not to take the money, but I would say no more and
she couldn't guess if I wanted her to take it or not.

She left

it on the dresser and there it stayed for three days.

She took

it then and put it in her pocket.

I made to stand there looking

at it and I couldn't think how that stuff had any connection witi;
me climbing in the muck and sulfuric acid.

I was mean and would

n't touch the money, and I was so tired I couldn't talk and tell
her how I felt about all the black tank and the lonesome, so she
took the money and I was glad when it was gone.
Well not to get ahead of ay story—I had that night and the
next day off, but my bit of a wife had worked all day and was
tired, so finally she wouldn't stay awake and talk to me, and I
was mad and wouldn't talk to her, and I couldn't sleep until
morning.

And so I slept all my day-off, and when it was night

I went to work alone for it was Bill Doody's turn for a night
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off then.
So It was a habit to work that next week and I couldnH
rememher the time I hadn*t been itching with acid, and on the
next paynlght I went down alone and got Bjy money and I came
home and cave it to Sally#

"Take some for yourself," she aald#

Still I couldn*t talk from being so mch alone, and I could
hardly lift aiy hand I was that weary all the tiiae, nor even brag
how wfifll I was holding a hard job.

It was never, gentlemen,

that I could ever brag comfortably to Sally, for she«d look at
me honest out of her ©yes and the boasting could curdle on aiy
tongue, and I'd go out and find someone else and brag ay head
off.
"Take some for yourself Dan," she said.

"It isn't that I'm

not glad of the money but we can spare a bit these days." Then.
I remembered, gentlemen, that she was oai^Qg twice as naich aa
me, and she isy wife, and she not needing to look tc lae for any
lielp.

So Bjy trouble got into me and I took the sixty cents and

put it in Bjy pocket, and took the fifteen dollars to the stove
and a fire burning in it, and I threw the money in the stove
and burned it up*
You see Bsy trouble, gentlemen?

It was more than humble

pride in me for I made a big noise with the stove and gpoaned
and waited until I was sure she saw me do It, and then I threw
the money into the stove and burned it up.
Well she had a big dismay, gentlemen, and I would like it
if she would cry, but she was a person of her own and she
wouldn't cry, so I did.

And It was a real sorrow and crying,

gentlemen, for I was lll»pleased with myself, and with great
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sorrow in all, and tir®d.
So my wifo didn't tell Bill 3>oody about th© burning until
the next pay-day, to stop m® from doing it again#

He came for

me each night and we went to work together, and he couldnH
have kept it out of his voice if he had known about the burning.
The work went easier for me that week.

I could do my

hundred and twenty tons and get out of the tank without a muramr
My hair was green by that time and that's why I»a bald now and
not that l*ffl an old wmn at all, being only aixty-elght.
wear my tttrk»8 cap like Bill Doody,

I didn»

He kept his hair black and

fine, and he was a fine-looking man and quiet and never leaned
about himself, fhat week I began to notice that I waa a quiet
man myself and talked hardly at all.

Bill and I would sit over

our pails and eat, and never a word would we speak*

I noticed

it and liked it and I began to think and hope I wa® through with
my bragging ways.

I be^n to like Bill Doody and I could see he

liked me some, and we would sit quiet by each other and not say
a word but this and that for night after night.
thing new for me.

It waa some

The old foreign laborers liked H»—they looke

at me as if I belonged, fhey said nothing to me for I was known
as a quiet man, but they knew I was holding a hard Job well and
they liked me.
Then the night before third pay-day came, and I knew my
wife Sally had told Bill Doody about me burning the money.
knew it from his face.

I

He didn*t look at me and I dldn»t look

at him, and it was hard to sit with him and not talk-. We weren»
comfortable together.
When I woke that evening ray wife came home and I got ready
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to go after my wage#

"Why don*t you buy yourself some clothes

with your money tonight?" she said, but I didn't even look at
her#

I wanted to tell her I was a good man now, and quiet and

working, and she would stay home soon and keep the house for me
like I promised her when we majried, and not work in the bank.
But she was making twice as much as me, and I remembered my bad
fate, and three weeks of work doesnH make a man of a queer
crazy thing like myself, and a bad husband I turned out to be*
So I got my money, but I couldn't buy clothes with the
miserable unwanted stuff, fhere was my bad streak and I bursting with being unhappy so I went and got drunk, and I got a lot
of other people drunk, and I threw the money around and told
them all about myself and my job, and how much mag I could shov®
and what a hell of a man I was.

I told them about Bill Doody—

how he felt sorry for my wife Sally and how I married her away
from him—and then about how the two of them were trying to
make a man of me.
I remember I spouted out and told a whole bar-room-full
about burning the money—how mj wife had a great dismay when ah®
saw it done.

I told them my wife was making twice the money I

was every week, and we didn't need ag- wage and I could burn th®
money if I wanted to, and how Doody thought I was a good guy as
long as I was too tired to talk to him and brag. Well, I
bragged enough that night.
So some other people started bragging, and I heard myself
bragging again and it made me sick*
and I don't like to hear it.

I know how bragging sounds

I got away from the crowd but it

was too lat®—I already told them everything there was in xse*

I pemeiaber I was awfully driaiik, and I got to feeling sorry and
crying, and I got to thinking about nsy job, and first thing I
was loneaome for it.

I wanted to b© out there with the old

forei^aers that liked me and they never seeing lae when I wasn't
a nice quiet sort of fellow.
So 1 climbed on a street car and went out to the plant and
I put on aiy boots and wool coat and mask and went around looking,
I climbed up on the vat and looked down at the man who was work
ing my job and pushing his soul out on the smg, but I couldn*t
tell who it was#

Then I got to wondering where the mag went

after it got shoved out and I prowled around and finally got to
a lower level and found where the sluices opened and slid the
stuff down chutes into huge open vats.

There was a shaft thing

in the center that moved two long paddle-arms around the bottom
of the vat and mixed the loag with new acid.
There was a vat under each tank and the machine working and
the mag was a thin mess again.

It was about three feet deep,

and hot-looking and awful, and you could see the wave under as
the miacing paddle passed,

I was drunk and I took my mask off to

breat be"better and got a whiff of the fumes that drove me running
crazy.
So I went above again and looked down at the man doing my
work in the tank.
the place out.

He was nearly ready for the hose to whoosh

So I thought to surprise him and I got the great

hose and climbed down in with it and surprised him stiff, and
when I looked I was surprised too for it was Bill Doody on my
job,
^Whatever is it?" he yelled, and I turned on the water and
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gave a whoosh,

"You're drunk," aald he, and I threatened him

back in the corner with the hose, Just for fun,
you go home and behave yourself?" he yelled,

"Dan, why don't

"Sally will be

worried about you,"
"And it's Sally you're worried about," said I. "Sally
knows me well enough.

It isn't the first night I didn't come

in at all,"
"But she was afraid about tonight, for you were being sobey
a long time," said Bill.

"She told me ao, lou were working so

hard and not saying a word for being aad and tired all the time,
and she was afraid she hurt your feelings about the money-burn
ing tuainees."
"That's not your tusinesa. Bill Doody," said I,
"She asked me what she could do," said Bill, "and she was
so worried she was crying about it,"
"She's never been crying," I yelled,
"She was crying last ni^t," said Bill,
Well I'd never seen ay Sally wefp, and I always wanted to
see it, and this made me sadder than ever.

"She wept not much,

but she cried a little," said Bill, "because you wouldn't talk
to her at all fuad you so gabby most of the time, and she loving
you anyway•"
I was whooshing out the tank for Bill,

I turned the hose

on him, rigiht in the face, and it a big strong hose and washed
the mask from him.

I don't know why I did it—.him seeing her

cry, or something,

I turned the hose on him and he slipped and

I turned the hose away, but he slipped and fell, gentlemen, and
he fell toward the hole in the tank, and he gave a yell with
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the mask off.

He Just slipped and fell down through the hole

and out of sight just like tMt.
Well, gentlemen, I thought of that mixing vat below and all
the acid they put in the mag, and I a man to be a hero and have
something I could rightly brag to my wife about.

Quick as a

wink I set lay niask tight and grabbed the hoe-thing and hooked it
on the sides of the hole and let isyself down along the handle as
far as I could.

I was brave and quick about it and I've a right

to be proud, and never thinking danger to myself, but I wouldn»t
dive down there like Bill and maybe get fallen in the stuff
myself and not able to help him.
So I let ngrself down and I heard a terrible scream and three
men came running and looked in the vat.

I saw Bill Doody down

there in the mess, half under, with tl^ mixing blade rippling
along under the mag toward him,
the end of the chute.

I had to wait until it passed

It didn't move fast, but it passed and

swished under Bill and him floundering in the mag and gasping.
He tried to stand up and put his mask on but he was tangled down
and set crazy like a fly on sticky fly paper.
I let go the handle of the hoe-thing and slid down into the
vat feet-first.

It wasn't too far and I was careful to keep on

my feet when I hit bottom.

The mag and acid wasn't over my boots

and I managed to stand up and step over the blade of the mixer
when it came at me again.

I went over to Bill and grabbed him.

I held him up and stepped over the mixer-blade again.

The men

on the side hung a ladder down and I stepped over the blade of
the mixer and they hauled Bill up, and I stepped over the blade
again and they hauled me out, and I heard the screech of the
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first-ald car.
!lo one knew who I was.

I still had my mask on.

I rememher-

ed that when I was in the hack of the ambulance with Bill.
doctor in the first-aid place didn't know me.

The

He worked on Bill

and gave me some grease to rub on my face where it was burned
by the acid from Bill,

^ou were a brave man to go along and get

him," said the doctor, and then I knew I was a hero and had a
right to brag forever, and had power with Bill and ^y wife for
ever.
I went to the change-house and the shift was gone,

I put

on my good clothes and went home but my wife had left for work.
So I couldn't sleep that day with tho acid twms and the excite
ment, and I telephoned the hospital about Bill.
Well, Bell Doody died in the hospital that day, and I got
to thinking about it and I hadn't seen my wife yet and I got my
clothes together and left before she got home from work, and I
don't know what she thinks, or what she can guess, for there's
no one can tell her the story.
Well, It was a.poor thing, gentlemen--a poor crazy story—
but I don't want to go back home if I can help it.
forty-four years now.

It's been

I don't want to go home and see my wife,

I'm afraid I'd brag about saving Bill Doody's life—and I didn't
save it.

Sure, I tried, but I didn't save it.

hero maybe—but Bill died,
Not to her anyway,

I acted like a

I don't ?;ant to brag about that.

I don't want to do it ever.

miserable ending to the story,
«• » «

It's such a

